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'Nei n Corrections plans , ghborhood' c:oncept lost i 
:~ . "  . .  
TERRACE - -  A meeting, at .:actually taken place, fallen temporarily by the way- being updated and the .Upper one of the tmngs residentswant 
Northwest Community College This, however, isn't the case. side.-City Planner Marvin Ka- Bench Plan and other similar to find out. 
• Monday night attracted about  The land in question is still menz was still looking into the proposals are being considered " : 
20 PeOPle concerned With a pro-,. Crown land and. even School ' problem at  press t ime but it asa  part of that larger, process. As one property owner atthe 
posal to move-the Terrace Cor- District 88 staff don't recall Such appears the city was short-, What isn't clear, at this time, meeting pointed out, there are 
rectional Centreto a 32-acre site a proposal. With city politicians staffed at the time the document however, is whether the city's other pieces of Crown land in 
on the ,bench bordered by Sou- andsenior staff attending .the was "produced and the whole vision of an "Identif iable residential areas of the city and 
cie, Mountainvista, Marshall Union o fB .C .  Municipalities concept was shelved. Neighbourhood Concept" for any one of :them could be a 
and Bailey. meeting in Penticton it's diffi- the bench area, or any other part development target for the So- 
Objections for the proposal cult to find out exactly what Now, according to Kamenz, of the community, is of any licitor General. " It  could be 
range, from smoke and noise happened to the Upper Bench with new staff available the en- value in the face of the proposed your neighborhood," she said.. 
from.the center's firewood oper- Plan but it appears to have tire Official Community Plan is Corrections move - -  and this is 
atic/n to possible security risks . 
~involved in locating a detention " "~ ~ 
center in a residential area. 
: Following a discussion on.the 
issue, .the group resolved to 
further their cause by soliciting 
the support of the entire com- 
munity in opposinganyforrn of [ < 
correctional instithtion in any ~ i i~  
iesidential area of greater Ter: :: ii~:! 
race. They also .struck a four- J: .:::,~, 
member committee to question i~ .~ ,_ ~° - .................... 
politicians ::and. provincial.,staff ~ \  ..~. ~: ...... "%~ 
to :determine if and when the .: 
proposed move would take ~i:! ~ '*~ ~ ...... . :~o~,:~ / !i . . . .  . . . .  . . . .  
Part of the anger and frustra . . . .  ,4 
rich. felt by the group, however, " . . . . .  ~ i 
isn't directed at the provincfal !~" "~ .. 
government. Instead,' many res!- ii , ,~¢/  ~ :~ :: 
dents are c0nfused over the ac- ~ . . . . . . .  
.... tual status of the proposed site. ..., .... I!~i :~: 
The problem, it seems, is a ~!! ~ ~ i  ~!~:!~!:ii 
document produced by the city ~:~::~'~:::::~:: ~ ~ ! , 
I 
entitled, "Public Meeting, Up- :~ ~,~ : ~, 
per Bench Plan, Information ::~ ~ .~,~ , i~  
'#:-. i  ~< ~'~ Package, October 1985". The ~.. ~.~ ~:: :~ - 
document states that it was initi- : .~< ~:~ 
ated by city council and plan- ~ :"': "~ 
ning staff "as the second in a 
Series of public forums designed In the background at the staffing line, Miss Terrace Lyne matter whether you jogged, rode, ran, walked or 
to obtain and exchange informa- Lagace, with a little help from Miss Personality Jessie wheeled.., it only mattered that you took part. Stow on 
tion and opinions with members Carroll, was the official starter fore the local Terry Fox page 8. 
of the community on proposed Run. And as you can see in the picture above, it didn't 
pol icy for the Upper Bench 
Planning Area." S GOOD-BYE TOURISTS Thedocumentpaintsanidyl-GOOD-BYE FI H, 
lic picture of a model communi- 
ty with an "Identifiable Neigh- TERRACE - -  The fledgling Fishing Guides said his clients (caught and released), and Za- of greatest commercial value, 
bourhood Concept". It pre- fishing guide industry .here, a didn't cancel~ but he's appre- vaglia's figures were equal to sockeye. Zavaglia said the corn- 
serves a variety of residential large component of the overall hensive of what another year of that. This year Judzentis said mercial openings are sometimes 
lifestyles, encourages orderly, tourism industry, is indangerof  poor f ishing could do to the "two was a go6d day", and 12 miles up the Skeena, where 
residential growth through losing much-of its clientele due local industry's reputation. Ful- Zavaglia noted that the Ministry the returning fish are funnelled 
.... phasod, expansion, and depicts to a disastrously low .return.of ly 50 percent of his clientele of Environment had given him into the gillnetterswithdevastat- 
individual neighborhoods, com, the i / t ternat iona l ly -pr ized come here to catch steelhead, he 20Crags to put on steelhead his ing effect. Judzentis noted that 
plete with convenience shop-  Skeena River steelhead, said, and if the fish don't return clients caught and released on before the Babine River sockeye 
ping, centered around an The total return this year is the fishermen won't either, the lower river. "The way it enhancement program the corn- 
elementary school and park free one of the five worst in the past Cord Judzentis of Water looks now, they're going to get mercial fishery used to close for 
from through-traffic. In addi- quar ter  century .  Mart in  Witch Excursions said he shut all 200 tags back," he said. eight hours after each day of 
tion, it describes a lO.acre per- Schmiderer, proprietor of Ex- down his steelhead fishing en- All three guides agree that the fishing, allowing an adequate 
tion of Crown land, a portion of elusive Fly Fishing, said he tirely and he's not going to commercial giUnet fishery at the number of both sockeye and 
the same property currently be- called his European clients and bother booking any clients to go mouth of the Skeena is to blame steelhead to escape upriver to 
ing looked at by Corrections, cancelled six weeks' worth of steelhead fishing . next year. for the diminishing number of spawn. Now, with the massive 
Which would be acqmred joint y . bookings. "There was no point "Within four years there won't steelhead coming back to the numbers of hatchery-enhanced 
by the city and School District in bringing them over here," he be a steelhead sport fishery system. The summer return, sockeye, the fishery goes non- 
88 for a neighborhood park and said. Schmiderer claims he lost here," he said. which apparently accounts for stop and the steelhead are being 
school site. Many local residents $180,000. In a good year Judzentis gust- most of the fish, comes upriver wiped out. 
believed such an acquisition had Cosmo Zavaglia of Northwest anteed clients 20 fish a day simultaneously with the salmon continued on page 2 
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5,000 goe  
A • S25,000 reward offered by 
mining partners Newhawk and 
Granduc for information lead- 
ing to the arrest and conviction 
of whoever set off a fatal explo- 
" ' .  : . .  " , . ' . ~  " .  , ; .  - .  
has produced "nothing... we're 
not getting anything back." 
Jones said the investigation is 
currently conf'med to reviewing 
files of information and evi- 
dence that have already been 
The explosion: occ imr~ inan 
underground shaft at Newhawk- 
Granduc's Sulphurets gold mine 
I00 kilometers north of Stewmt 
in early Februai%•TW0 Senior 
mine ,,workers were k i l led : i~d: :  r sion in a Northwest gold mine 
seven, months ago has .brought coll~ted,-.but, he. did note: that. several:Otl~er wod~ers Were'-in- 
no new leads for policeinvesti-, th.e,:,;:reviewhas:unearthCd"un-juredwheii~;an:.~mdergrOuitde~ =' 
gati~..the killings. - ::~. '-"..:angered questions". ;and the :piosivesmag~nedet0nat~; .' 
Cst.. ]ones, oneof the officer's RCMP ~. are.~going back to some- • ," :" "r" " ~"~ . " " 
examining the case for the .oft~e;witnesses and people who A" i subsequent / investi~tion. 
Prince Rupert subdivision of the testified at a coroner's in~luiry in determiil~ i l l=  the: i/last could 
RCMP, said the reward offer Terrace;for further questioning, not have:occm'redaccidently. ' : 
H.ouse part.y - get.s., out of hand.,. 
seizures and at least one party charges being filed under the 
goer was charged under the Nar- city's Anti-Noise BylaW, But en- 
coticsAct, forcement requires registered 
May says,that teen parties that complaints from neighbors who 
get out of hand can result in: are willing totestify in court. ' 
• • .- . 
i 
J 
M ushroom depot h i t ; :  
robberstiilat large 
Terrace RCMP'are still 
looking for an unknown gun- 
man who held up SearsAuc,  
tion and Supply in Thornbill 
and escaped with an un- 
disclosed amount-of cash at 4 
p.m. last saturday..RCMP: 
Sgt. Steve M[I~  Says the gun- 
man is descried as a 5'1i", 
170.pound m~le. He was 
wearing blue jeans, jean 
jacket, black T.shirt, and ski 
mask •rat..the time of the 
crime. 
May. says a -number  of 
suspects have been ap- 
prehended and questioned. 
Their investigation con- 
tinues. 
TWO: INTIERN&,TIONAL 
PSYCHICS S&IIA AND CHARLENE 
I 
Will be coming to TEBRACE - 
September 18th to 23rd at the 
TERRACE HOTEL Room #210. 
Call 635-663Ofor appointment 
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. :da l ly .  : 
Tarot Card, Palm Reading, 
Cr~stal Ball Reading, PsYchic Reading 
PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE 
Helps you with all problems such as Love, 
Marriage, Business, Health, etc. 
VISIT THESE TWO-GIFTED 
PSYCHICS TODAY 
TERRACE - -  A late night teen 
party in the 4800 block Straume 
got out o f  hand last Saturday 
night, leaving the'home in a 
shambles. Terrace RCMP Sgt. 
Steve-May says the same home 
has been the site of.a number Of 
teen parties in  recent months 
and last Saturday's party ended 
witha number of fights both in 
the home and in the Veritas 
Schoo! parking. lot across the 
street. 
As .a •result, he says, pofice 
made.a  number of liquor 
Fishing guides 
- -  continued from page 1 
At .stake here is one of the 
foundations of the local tourism 
industry. One guide estimated 
that 70 percent of the tourists" 
who choose Terrace as a destina- 
t ionare  fishermen seeking a 
record steelhead. 
:No one is optimistic about, a 
solution, Schmiderer said most 
of his clients.are former egular s 
of the Atlantic salmon sport 
fishery, but the same thing hap- 
pened there that is happening 
here-now: the fish were virtually 
wiped out by gillnet fishingat 
river mouths. Lobbying resulted 
in that fishery being cut back, he 
.said,-but the chances that a 
similar lobby here could do the 
same thing are slim -- the 
coastal fishery in B.C. is far 
larger and more influential than 
the comparable fishery in the 
Maritimes, 
All three guides agree that 
something has to be done about 
that fishery if the Skeena steel- 
head population is going to sur- 
vive, but they gay it will require 
a massive ffort involving the 
entire community. 
- 4S35 Greig Avenue. Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
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A "sneak-past" caused $450 damage to this police car, 
stopped at the scene of another accident on the south end 
of theSande Overpass during the lunch hour last Thursday. 
The police officer had offered to move the car, but the driver, 
of the logging truck said there was "plenty • of room". He 
was wrong. In the original accident, a 23-year-old Terrace 
woman went over the side of the southern approach to the 
overpass, causing $1,200 damage •to her 1982 Toyota 
Tercel, but no injuries to the driver~:::~. 
" Terrace Interiors Ltd. : 
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring * Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
"'All the,supplies yOuneed" 
4610 Lazeile Ave.  
635.6600 . 
ACROSS ~ I ~  8 Deficiency 
1 Appendage 9 Swanky when 
4 I have, cont'r. _ . . . _ !9 ]~ l~mm,  N'l! J-ISl It'S black 
7 Sandwich HI 11 Rapidity 
10 Bud__  ~ ~ d  12 Bewrong 
12 Dulch cheese 15 Dine 
• 13 Medieval tale 19 I, Ger, 
14 Moderate 20 Gypsy horse 
16 WWI hero ~- - IH I~- I  ! l~ l J . : [  ~ 21 Peel 
17 Auricle 22 Consider 
18 Bloodsucking 23 Without, Fr. 
arachnid 25 Hemp. 
20 Hall 26 Finish 
23 III 27 Sold on the 
24 Peel 48 Ceremony stbck exchange 
25 Attains 49 Old time 31 Paid notices 
28 Interest, abbr, 50 Possess 33 Enemy. • 
• 29 Hostelry 51 Scot river 34 the Confessor 
30 Verily 52 _._ King Cole 35 Crazy vehicle 
37 Mouth 32 Guards 
35 Bauble DOWN 38 Killed 
36 Drove 1 Tipsy 38 Before 
37 Evicts ... 2 Night before 40 Commotion 
38 Fret 3 Jewel 42 Contend 
39 Work Unit 4 __  Luplno 43 Summer, Fr. 
40 Chicken .... king 5 Tub 44 Apollo's son 
41 Dividing 6 Ipecac, for 45 Nat. Rifle Assn., 
proportionately Instance Inlt. 
47 The gods ? Bad names, 2 wds. 46 Obtain 
,, , ,  ,, - . , ,  
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It wee a day for celebration Sept. 12 In the Nass Valley. As represen- native affairs Kim Campbell, Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern 
tatives of the federal government and the Nisga'a Tribal Council puftheir ~D'~velop'i~ent Pierre C'adleux and Nisga'a Tribal Council president Chief 
signatures on a framework agreement for procedures to settle the ~ Alvin McKay. Witnessing the historic moment are federal land claims 
Nisga',a comprehensive land claim, church bells rang simultaneously negotiator Fred Walchli and NTC executive director Rod Robinson. 
throughout he valley. Signing the document are Minister Of State for PhotobyttaroldDemetz, er. 
The Nisga'a Tribal Council 
and the government of Canada 
signed an agreement last week 
that sets a three-ye~ agenda for 
settlement of the Nisga'a land 
claims in the Nass River valley. 
Called a "framework agree- 
ment", the document sets out 
items under federal jurisdiction 
that can be negotiated and set- 
tled without participation by the 
government of British Colum- 
bia. It also contains pro.visions 
for the B.C. government to 
become involved in negotiations 
at any point in the process. The 
document,  signed by tribal 
council president Chief •Alvin 
McKay, Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development Minister 
Pierre Cadieux and Minister of 
State Kim Campbell, is modeled 
on similar agreements the 
government has concluded with 
native tribal councils in Yukon 
and Northwest Territories. 
The people of the Nass Valley 
held a day-long celebration Sept. 
12 to mark the occasion, with all 
the church bells in the valley be- 
ing rung simultaneously when 
the agreement was signed in 
Lakalzap (Greenville).. 
Nisga'a Tribal Council ex- 
ecutive director Rod Robinson 
TERRACE & DISTRICT ARTS COUNCIL 
PRESENTS 
"ART AWARENESS" 
at the Terrace Public Art Gallery 
(Qutside West Entrance Terrace Public Library) 
• Kleanza Music Educators Association • Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival • Terrace Art Association 
• Terrace Community Band • Terrace Little Theater 
• Terrace Regional Museum • Terrace/Thornhill 
Band Parents • Northwest Singers-• R.E.M. Lee 
Theater Alive • Terrace Chlldrens Festival • Terrace 
.Concert Society • Terrace Pipes & Drums • Terrace 
Writers Guild • 
SEPTEMBER 19 to 20, 1989 
Tuesday-  Saturday - -  12:00 - 3:00 
Tuesday  - Saturday - -  7•:00 - 9:00 
Sunday - -  1 :00-  4:00 
Monday - -CLOSED 
Come and meet the people and ideas 
behind theArts in Terrace. 
said in a later interview that the 
original agreement had in fact 
been struck Dec. 12 of last year. 
It was subsequently ratified by 
the NTC, and last week's 
ceremony came as a result of 
unopposed ratification by the 
federal Cabinet. "An important 
feature of this is that we'll be 
dealing directly with Cabinet 
now instead of individual 
ministries," Robinson pointed 
out. 
It's the latest development i  a 
continued on page 23 
20% OFF 
ALL BOOKS 
September 25th to 30th 
Misty River Books 
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Demise of the dream fish 
One of the unfortunate: aspects of. our society is that 
people are rarely mobilized to act in a crisis until they 
are directly and unambiguously affected by it. The 
dismal return of stee!head trout to the Skeena River 
system this •year,. coming at the end of a series of bad 
seasons for the prized• sport fish~ illustrates :again that 
in a free-market economy it is people's wallets that 
have to be affected before the ac~tion starts. . . 
The Skeena's international reputation •for some of 
the world's best river •fishing has- germinated a healthy 
guiding industry that has .in turn broughL a lot of 
.2  
tourist money into this •area. One.guide.we spoke to . 
said fully 50 percent Of his offshore:Clients, come here 
specifically.to land(and, most of the time, throwback) 
big steelhead.-There are now the strongest possible in-. . 
dications the we - -  or somebody • - -  are onthe verge 
of doing in the rashthat lays the golden roe. 
We've •been warned for many •years by provincial 
government fish biologists that steelhead stocks can't 
withstand the decimation inflicted by thelgillnet 
fisheryin the Skeena estuary; but the federal Depart- 
ment of Fisheries and Oceans, which sets the commer- 
cial openingsand controls~the fishery, has been unable 
to come up with an effective solution. The steelhead 
have a spawning cycle that spans a period of several 
-years, so next year's return has already beendeter- 
mined by the upriver spawning escapement that occur- 
red in the mid-1980's. The die has already been cast, 
but it isn't too late to start a vigorous lobby effort in 
the interest of later years. 
Two years ago the first major party of Japanese 
fishermen came to Terrace as the result of a col- 
laborative ffort •.among local tourism businesses and 
local government officials. Their stay here was an un- 
qualified success for everyone involved, but we have 
to wonder how successful it would have been if the 
steelhead run had been as poor that summer as it was 
this year. 
There are no hard data on•the effect that the 
notorious, driftnet fishery has on steelhead cruising the 
open ocean, but those vessels consume verything in 
their wake, and there must be steelhead among the 
catch. It would be a terrible irony for the 25-milli0n 
member Japanese sport fishing association to discover 
that the ."dream' fish" they travel halfway around the 
globe to catch - -  and release - -  are being destroyed in 
part by their own commercial fishing fleet. 
o 
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registration No. 6896. 
All material appearing In the Terrece Review Is 
protected under Canadian copyright Regletra- 
- tlon No. 362775 end cennot legtlly be repro- 
duced for s~y reason without permission of the 
WILLIAMS LAKE - -  Boy  oh 
boy,  bu~ ~'e there a lot of 
games being played up here in 
Cariboo country, or what? 
In the  lead-up to today's 
provincial by-election, both the 
Sodal Credit Party andthe 
New l~moeratie Party were 
playing "head games" with the 
media and with the public to 
such a degree, that one didn't 
know who or what to believe... 
if anything or anyonel 
It's hardly surprising, I sup- 
pose, given the enormous im- 
pact the results tonight will 
have on the future of the 
premier, the political parties 
and this province. 
To clarify - -  the Socreds 
have been gaining ground in 
the polls, after trailing by as 
much as 10 percent; but they 
continue to act as though all is 
lost. That way, if they do win, 
it will appear to be a stunning 
come-from-behind victory in a 
seat which never should have 
publisher. " 
• ~m¢l  am malm~m~.  Advef l l s lng  I s  eooepted  b f fn  in doubt in the first place. 
on ,the condition that In the event of Meanwhile, the  N D P  has  
typographical error, that portion of the edvertls- 
Ing Ip i '~ l  occupied by the. enonsou?..item wlll . been acting' like a winner,' 
not be charged for, but the balance or me eover- 
t la~mnt will.be paid'for at the sppliold)le:rata. " WhilSt fretfully fearing that  i t s  
Advertisers mul l  assume responsibility for er- 
rors In any classified ed which la supplied to the 
Terrace Review In handwritten form. 
In compliance with the B.C. Human Rights Act. 
no adverllsemen! will be published which 
dlecdmlnatse against a person due to age, race, 
religion, color, sex, nationality, ancestry or place 
of origin. 
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originalbig lead is being eaten 
away. Their ad campaigns have 
slammed Premier Bill Vender 
Zalm, not Socred candidate 3ee 
Wadk, thus making the Premier 
the issue yet again. 
It may backfire. 
Although the Premier hit the 
low point of the campaign last 
week in a pathetic "grip and 
grin" tour of this city, s 
deserted mall and its ghost- 
town-like downtown, .indica- 
tions are the last few days 
leading up to the ballots today 
have seen considerable im- 
provement for Vender Zalm 
and Wark. 
As the Socreds kept pouring 
) 
" i l: ,. . "  
"~:, ," .."-~ :" .::~:t~,; ~'.~ '~',',.' !,i. ~ , '~ ' . . : ' . : , "  , 
The view f rom 
Victoria - -  
by John Pifer 
in millions Of dollars in 
highways projects and suPport 
for new industry, it's hardly 
surprising that the local papers 
call this a buy.deeflonl 
The government can deny all 
it wants that the largesse it's 
handing out by the bucketful is 
merely coincidental; but most 
people up here know that to be 
a load of the stuff they throw 
around in "prairie frisbee" 
competitions. 
Mix into all that, the an- 
nouncement thatNander Zalm 
had switched his address to the 
annual Union of B.C. Munici- 
palities' convention i  Pentic- 
ton, from this Friday (two days 
after the by-election) to today. 
That was read by many pun- 
(fits as a" desperate move to 
avoid the humiliation of speak- 
ing after his fifth straight by- 
election loss in just 15 months. 
But, what if it is part of a 
strategy to make it appear as 
though all is lost, whilst know- 
ing that their own polls are 
showing they could well squeak 
through with a victory? 
Vender Zaim's handlers,are , 
playing it very cagey with such, 
a move. They know they will 
gain more crucial primetime- 
news radio and TV exposure on 
this day of the vote, when the 
Proem makes a major policy 
announcement at the UBCM" 
session. 
And at the same time, just in 
case they do lose to:NDPer 
David Zirahelt, they will have 
protected the Zaim from being 
committed to a full-blown 
pubfic appearance, and em- 
barrassment, sosoon after the 
'defeat. 
There are always wheels 
~ within wheels in politics, 
especiaiiy in an election as 
crucinias this one,. so it has 
been most intriguing to watch 
for what giveaway - -  of  our 
money, remember, dear tax- 
payers - -  that Vender Zalm 
was coining up with next. 
Don't believe that bunk 
about Vander Zaim's repeated 
visits to the Cariboo in the past 
month being on government 
business. 
It's on the business of saving 
his butt. 
If he can convince the 
Cariboo voters to buy the siz- 
zle, not the steak, he may stick 
around to play the role of 
Richard (Hatfield) the Second 
in a general election. 
But remember, these Cariboo 
folk know a lot about steakl ~ 
Prediction? Almost too close 
to call; but methinks the NDP 
by 350 to 500 votes. We'll 
knowin a matter of hours. 
Skeena's own, Forests 
Minister Dave Parker, is get- ~ 
tins a lot of flak from all : . .  
quarters lately; but I under- ::: 
stand he's setting some sup- 
port, too. 
The stupidity of someone-in :~, 
his position .saying that AIDS is 
"a self-inflicted wound" can- 
not be excused; but it's his 
• comment about a planned cam. 
palgn or conspiracy by en- 
vironmental extremists which 
bears a closer look, I suUest. 
Those who believe that 
British Columbia must find a 
way to balance nvironmental 
concerns with reaping the re- 
wards of the natural resources 
we are blessed with, think Our 
Dave may just have something 
there, 
Among various peeches and 
. . •  . " . • " .  _ r • 
I 
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MP:says GST bad news forNorthwest 
middle o f  July in Canada just withthe nine percent GeT:while' 
paying taxes. Bank' profits are sending us  'a few bucks :of:our 
up. Victoria has cut corporate own money in the mall. if you 
taxes by $500 million while rais- aren't mad enough, to write the 
ing them $500 million: On  Prime.Minister (postage free of 
workers. Corporations (profit- course) about the GST, you 
able oneS) owe Ottawa $32 -should write and ask him why 
billion in unpaid taxes this year. corporate taxes and taxes for the 
For us in the Northwest, the ri(:h are going down while yours 
GSTis bad, bad news. It willput, are. going, up. 
a tight lid on :many small You can write to the Prime 
businesses (who created 85 per- Minister a t :  Rt. Hen..Br ian 
cent of the new:jobs in B.C. over - Mulroney,' 24. Sussex Drive (a 
the past year)~ . . . .  house youpay for),;Ottawa, (in- 
Brian Mulroney is our Prime cluding maid service), Ontario. 
Minister for four more years. J imFulton, MP, 
Mr. Wilson wants to stick 'tis Skeena. 
Open letter t0 educators 
To the Editor; and even self-denial. 
So you want to show videos The following letter sent tO 
on MDS prevention tO our chil- the Yukon Department of 
dren in our schools. Did you ask Health and Human Resources 
permission from the parents to by a Yukon teenager no doubt 
do that? Are you aware that shows greater sensitivity and 
there is not such a thing as "safe wisdom than that displayed by 
sex"? the bureaucrats of  the govern- 
The advocates of the condom merit. 
seduce our young people into " I  am writing in regard to 
deep waters from which they your advertisement for condoms 
seldom emerge. Its intensive which is being published in both 
promotion does more to arouse local newspapers. Not only was 
and stimulate the imagination it offensive, but it seems to me 
and encourage genital sex you must be confused in your 
among the young than to curb term " love' .  In your,Keep love 
unprotected sex among the alive, use a condom', the picture 
promiscuous. Psychologists can below portraying love caused me 
tell you that such promoters are to question whether you your- 
in effect sorcerers' apprentices, selves know what love is. You 
unable to stop the flow which seem to think of love and sex 
they have fostered. One cannot synonymously. As a teenager in 
ball out the ship when the water this society, I feel there is 
keeps rushing in. A national enough pre-marital sex without 
advertising campaign should be advertising it. Perhaps you were 
implemented which stresses that confused about how to word 
virtue is a necessity, not an op- your ad. 'Keep lust alive, use a 
tion. condom', I believe, would have 
Educational media should be been more accurate. If this 
prepared which teach that there generation is going to forget 
can be no safe sex apart from morality, let us at least retain 
abstinence, chastity until mar- our accuracy". 
riage, and fidelity within mar- This was written by Hannah 
riage. True love is self-control Mercier and published in the 
Show cancel ed Whitehorse; StarofBillJUlYHomburg,7, 1989. 
Terrace, B.C.. 
To the Editor; 
I w0uldlike tO thank everyone ,, ,,,, , ,. 
who came out to the cast call for 
"Cinderella Meets the, Wolf- THE SIGN OF A 
man". Regrettably, we have had GOOD BUSINESS 
to cancel plans for this show due 
to a hick of male singers. We NEIGHBOR... 
hope this situation will be re- 
solved in time to do a musical ,.. 
for the fall of '90. " 
; Marilyn Kerr, President,. 
• . . . • 
• _ 
TO the Editor; 
The three letters, GST, didn't 
mean much until, they were 
coined by Finance Minister 
Michael Wilson for the nine per- 
cent Goods and Services Tax. 
The new Conservative tax is 
almost universally unpopular. 
The predictions of increased un- 
employment, • higher inflation, 
higher costs, and lower incomes 
are coming now from even the 
most right-wing and establish- 
ment economists. (i.e. Wood 
Gundy). 
The Conservatives will no  
doubt !'sweeten" this unpopular 
tax before hitting us with it in a 
year's time. But let's look.at 
what the price increase will be 
for an average B.C. family (two 
children; two wage-earners). A 
staggering $860 more in sales 
taxes. The GST will raise the 
price of almost everything we 
buy. One hundred and eighty 
dollars more tax on clothing; 
$130 more tax on household 
utilities (phone, heating, elec- 
tricity); $100 more on car fuel 
and maintenance; $55 more on 
personal care (haircuts, soap, 
etc.); $120 more on restaurant 
meals; $55 more on recreation 
- -  and there's more - -  
As -we live a considerable 
distance from such distribution 
and manufacturing centers as 
Vancouver, our actual tax rate 
increase will be more than for 
most Canadians. Even though 
the Prime Minister promises that 
food will not be hit with the 
GST, our food costs will rise 
because of the indirect impact of 
the. tax on transportation. Righ t 
across the board our cost of liv- 
ing will go up. 
Mr. Wilson promises this 
month (in full page newspaper 
ads which you and I paid for) to 
implement a scheme of tax 
credits and breaks for low and 
middle income families. The 
average B.C. family will get a 
$21 tax reduction while paYing 
$860 more. 
Mr. Wilson plans to sent out 
millions of these "credit ' :  
cheques in December of 1990. 
We all like to get a cheque in the 
mail,  but this is rldiculousl 
What we need is tax fairness - -  
not another regressive rip-off. 
Low and middle income earners 
across Canada bear •the weight 
of this new tax. Frankly, I think 
we are on. the verge era  tax 
revolt. We now work until the Terrace Little Theatre. 
* 
P i fe r  o0ntlnued 'pag ' from 4 ' :  = " e • : ; . : . • 
publications overlthe past few you, but I don't :believe there is 
years are a number of .clues" any wisdom at all In trying to THE S IGN OF 
to the intention of some of the kill the forest industry. Yes, we • A MERCHANT 
more avid(rabid) self- must preserve and protect our WHO CARES 
appointed environmentalists, ecological balance; and yes, ABOUT PEOPLE , . .  
For example, I found this in- there are some areas where log- 
triguing quote by Vancouver ging would be foolish and must This emblem identifies 
scientist David Suzuki, from a not be allowed, " the civic-minded 
1985 question.and-answer s a- But surelY trying to eliminate businessmen.who sponsor 
Sion at a Prince George high the province's main industry 
"Moresby stands as a sym, stupid, even dangerous 
bol, If environmentalists win thought?l 
on Moresby, it's the foot-in- With all sorts of "green" in the community. 
the-door. It represents the groups seeking more power, 
beginning, at least in terms of perhaps they should be asked Terry'Kendell 838.8178 
the forestry industry, of the to explain their positions on the 
deathkaell of(that) industry,', issue of just how far they want L Vi Middleton 63§.,f~72 
Now I don't know about to take the matter? 1 I 
)tember 20, t 989 =5 
t 
; , ,  
e 
,ha , le  Wlebe.;: j 
room, working up to a not-too- 
exhausting routine of aerobics. 
Then came the hard part - -  
"Cross your left leg over and 
kick!" Left? Which one is 
that? Why doesn't it cross over 
when I want it tO? "Swing 
your arms! ,  Oh, sure, two 
movements at once. I 'm not 
quick enough, and my left leg 
crosses over my swinging arms~ 
A-person could get hurt doing 
this stuff. 
"Now walk fast! Now back- 
wardsl" I personally know this 
instructor, but she never seem- 
ed sadistic before. "Okay, 
arms up! Tighten those ab- 
dominals[" I 'm sorry, they 
won't go any tighter without 
my giving birth. 
Finally, we were told to get a 
mat. Oh, good, nap time. 
"Now, lift your leg, heel to the 
ceiling, and pull back." I'll 
need a diagram for  this one. 
My glasses were slipping off 
from the sweat, and I couldn't 
see the instructor. Can a blind 
person participate in an 
aerobics class? Maybe I can get 
a note from my doctor. 
"Now, take your pulse and 
count." Pulse? What pulse? 
Oh Lord, I 'm dead/Surely this 
couldn't be heaven, so it must 
[Je... oh, there it is. I didn't 
know a pulse couM go that 
fast. 
We gradually slow down. A 
few stretches and it's over. 
"Today was kind of short, next. 
time we'll get more of a 
workout and concentrate on 
those abdominals." Sigh. 
How I long for the days of 
the bouncy cheerleader on TV 
at six a.m. She never noticed 
when I dozed off. 
I've started aerobic exercise 
classes. Yeah, I know this i s  
old stuff now, that most people 
have been doing this sort of 
thing for a few years now, but 
I didn't want to just leap into 
this blindly. I had to think 
about it over coffee and• 
cigarettes, Carefully considering 
the pros and cons. 
I used to watch an aerobic 
T V Show at six.a~m: some- 
fimes~ My tw0-Year.old Was UP 
early, and I'd settle down on 
the couch, sipping liquid caf- 
feine, exposing myself to small 
amounts of radiation from the 
color television, watching some 
thin, healthy bright-eyed cheer- 
leader-type in a skintight 
leotard bounce around yelling, 
"Four, three, two, one - -  you 
can do itt" I usually fell back 
asleep. 
But there comes a time in 
every woman's life when 
drastic measures must go in ef- 
fect. Age is taking its toll. My 
body resembles that of a 
33-year-old housewife ravaged 
by two kids and a few trips to 
Dairy Queen. Of course, that's 
an exact description of me, but 
who wants to look like it? 
I had this classall imagined, 
a room full of thin, en- 
thusiastic bouncing leotarded 
young things, people who never 
sweat, happily leaping around 
the room. I refused to buy a 
leotard, not wanting my class- 
mates to collapse in a fit of 
giggles at the sight of  my non- 
athletic figure. I gritted my 
teeth and went to class. 
It was not bad, with normal 
people like myself, most of 
whom actually perspire when 
exercising. We started slowly, 
walking briskly round the 
NOTICE OF 
BY-ELECTION 
PUBLIC NOTICE is given to the electors of School District No. 
88 (Terrace) that I require the presence of said electors in the 
places hereindesignated on Tuesday, October 10, •1989, bet- 
ween the hours of ten a.m. and twelve noon, to elect: 
Trustee (one) -- for one year (1989/90 calendar year) to 
represent the Hazelton area & environs; 
at the SCHOOL BOARD OFFICE, 3211 Kenney Street, Ter- 
race, B.C. 
The mode of nomination of candidates shall be as follows: 
Candidates shall be nominated in writing by two duly 
qualified electors of the Assessment District. The nomination 
paper shall be delivered to the returning officer, or designate, 
in person, or by registered mail, at any time between the date • 
of this notice and noon of the day of nomination. The nomina- 
tion paper shall state the name, residence, and occupation of 
the person nominated in such a manner as to sufficiently 
identify such candidate. The nomination paper shall be sign- 
ed by the candidate. 
In the event of a poll being necessary, advance polls and 
regular polls will be held at the following places, dates and 
times: 
Advance •Poll: Friday, October 20, 1989, Fire Hall, New 
Hazelton, 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Regular Poll: Saturday, October 28, 1989, Kispiox, Hazelton, 
New Hazelton, South Hazelton, Two Mile, Moricetown, and 
Glen Vowell 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND at Terrace, B.C. 
this 13th day of September 1989 
~" (Mrs.) Elaine Johnson 
Returning Officer 
SchOol District No. 88 (Terrace) 
322t Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C., vaG 3E9 
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Role model al 
September is national Big 
Brothers and Sisters month. A 
local chapter of the organization 
is presently being formed. The 
group•had a booth at the Skeena 
Mall during clubs days this past 
weekend and are hoping to. raise 
their profile in the community. 
by Kaeleen Bruce 
Group spokesperson Theresa 
Brinkac explains that the Big 
Brothers and Sisters organiza- 
tion is strictly, controlled by the 
national board in Toronto ac- 
cording to precise guidelines. 
"The local group is presently 
in the organizational phase. Last 
spring we elected a provisional 
board of directors-and applied 
for a constitution, which is cur- 
rently being processed in Vic- 
toria. At our November annual 
general meeting.lthis year, we 
hope to elect a permanent board 
of enthusiastic committed pea= 
pie. As a non-profit, society, we 
also have towait!for our taxex= 
erupt:number f om the federal 
government before we can really 
do some active fund-raising. It's 
a. slow, step-by.step process, but 
• our group is'out thereworking 
at it, and we hope to begin 
matching Big Brothers and 
Sisters to little people sometime 
inthe spring." 
The Big Brothers and Sisters 
organization was started in the 
U.S. in.1903 and the first Cana- 
dian chapter was formed ten 
years later in Toronto. Today 
the organization operates in. the 
West-Indies, Europe, Africa, 
•Australia, and New Zealand as 
well as North America. In 1981 
there were 152 agencies in 
Canada with 7,114 . people 
matched and 5,261 on  ,the 
waiting fist. '~._- 
The mandate of the Big 
Brothers and Sisters organiza- each local chapter to match: the 
tion isto provide children:with a adults • With the: children.~ iTh~ 
male or female role model that is matching process is~strictlY Con~ 
not available athome. 
"The main goal is to provide 
guidance and friendship," says 
Brinkac. "The emphasis is on 
one-to-one communication, but 
activities uch as picnics or hik- 
'ing trips with the family.of the 
Big Brother or Sister are al- 
lowed." 
Adult  volunteers .for the 
organization are carefully 
screened by the RCMP and ap- 
prov6d: by a speciai .committee. 
.The. children, aged •six tO 16, are. 
referred -by doctors, (school 
More letters to the Ed i to r - -  teachersisocialworkers, church leaders 0"r sometimes by• parents 
" G H directly. Re overnment se ~' - -  A:caseworke'r fully.qualified gards from o u - in social work-.is employed by 
• . . . . . 
Editor's note: The following race and District. Chamber :of thanks w.ere conveyed to her.. - .... . 
letter aPpeareO on the agenda t 
the Sept. 11 public, meeting of 
only 
Terrace city council. . . " 
A l d e r m a n  Robert Cooper, 
The Ci tyo f  Terrace;. 
Since returning from our June 
tour of. coastal andinland com- 
munities in .HMCS Huron and 
Sea-king helicopter,my wifeand 
I have been involved in a rather 
busy schedule of Official 
engagements, and have just con- 
cluded a brief vacation. I could 
not let any further time pass, 
however, without writing to ex- 
press our appreciation for the 
Commerce andthe opportunity 
to meet -- however- briefly -- 
residents of your fineCity. ' 
Because.of the distribution of 
population of our Province, my 
wife and. I spend most.of:our- 
time in either Vancouver or Vie-, 
toria.- -We derive special 
pleasurle, however, from visiting- 
less-populated .communities, 
both to learn about he activities 
and interest ,in those, com- 
:TheKermodei Bear sculpture. 
which was presented' to  us is 
proudly displayed in my office, ~ 
and will serve as a permanent I 
reminder o f  a delightful and • ! very special visit. 
- . Our,. tour was an. enormous -.. 
success in every respect, thanks 
to the support and: interest ex- 
tended..willingly by. so many 
organizations, municipalities 
mid. individuals. For your sig- 
nificant contribution to the en- 
jo~nent and success of our visit, 
fidential as is the personal rela- 
tionship between each "Big" 
and "Little". 
"We .see our program as a 
preventative measure, rather 
than a cure," Brinkacsays. 
The organization hopes to 
play a role in.helping solve prob- 
lems such as drug abuse and 
juvenile delinquency before they 
begin, by preventi.ng asense.of 
• .loneliness. and- alienation which 
are oftenpart of the root cause 
Of these problems, 
. The local group is holding a 
car wash a~tthePetroCan station 
downtown on Saturday, Sept. 
" 30. The purpose is .toralse funds 
as .well as. to- increase pubii~. 
awareness in the community. 
schedule with five full days of 
contests, sports, food and enter- 
tainment. Ruth 
City Hall gave us lots of sup- Terrace, B.C. 
port, the good folks at the HaP- Days and invite you all t o attend 
Wl~tt l t~t ' r  .',tat w( 'n r  
"IV~" ('l(';.ut w i th  ('it 
• ; , , ,  
? 
d up) 
. - . . k  
.3. 
::, /:% 
.- Kinsmen Club ;::: ( temat0: 
,  !!youl Have a Ni j day l  '" , 
• . ' .  
ly 16 West 
AT 4:30 P.M. 
Games 
- ONE-on-ONE Training In Most Business Applications 
. ON-SITE Software Troublesllooting 
. ACCOUNTING Software Ingratiation & ConverSionS in major 
packages Including ACCPAC, BEOFORO, & NEWVIEWS 
- GENERAL COMPUTER.CONSULTING and SYSTEMS SETUP 
IANNELIA S~.~]EMS, rp O 8OX r~ l ,  iEHRACE a c., V8~ 4B8 , 
I F  NOT . . . .  
CALL 635-3444 ANt) ASK FOR RAINER. 
ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR COMPUTER? 
our annual generhl meeting at 
the Terrace Legion. on Monday, 
Oct. 16 at 7:30 p.m. 
Once again~: thanks to 
everyone for making Riverboat 
Days 1989 a great success. 




py Gang Centre folded and 
sorted the .schedules, and the 
gals at the Tourist InfoCentre 
answered many: questions for 
both local residents and visitors 
alike, 
Thanks also ~o to the public 
who came out to support all the 
activities. 
All of the media have given 
Games 
18 
clubs and organizations for the , tt 
fine job they did in filling our ' • 8:00  a .m.  to  6 :00  p .m.  - -  Monday  to  F r iday  II 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. --  Saturday l l  
munities and,":.~aopefully, to ~ ~';'~ 
bring Governme~v House and we are most grateful,, 
my Office to the residence, in ::DaVid C. Lain, NESDAY iS 
warm hospitality which'was ex- order to.increase•both awareness Lieutenant-Governor-. " : I J ': ~ " 
tended to us ~hen we visited and appreciation oftherole that : :  :" :' E D ' : .... " 
Terrace 6n Ju~ 28th. the Crown plays in our const i tu - ,  1 ksmi th  I : 
I regret  that our.time was so.. tional demogracy..These goas LoG • D IRTY  SHIRT  . .:, "~ I-: 
limited; however, we were anx- were,most successfully realized - - - - -  ~ ' i i l  ~ i ! 
ious to,visit as many cam-dur ingourbr ieft imewithyou,  apo lo .get  [ • D~y 
munities as possible during our I am advised by my secretary, I C : . :. ' ? ,. i .  :il :1 
tour and are delighted that an in- Michael Roberts, that the City's 
vitation to visit Terrace could be Det)uty Clerk, Denise Fisher, TO theE&tar; I Men's  or Ladies cotton i b!end;: i / /  
accommodated. Despite the wasveryhelpfultohiminar-MYap°l°'iest°=ycust°mersl"dreSnSde°rr:U'z'nessshmsexoer'")'"'"""' [ 
brevity of our visit, we enjoyed ranging details of the visit and I for my lackadaisical wayI have 
the luncheon hosted by the Ter- would be. most grateful if our been doing my lock work for the 
Riv rboat Day tha ks past few months. Please bear | < ~,On lyddve . thro ln town '  " !  e s n . withhaveme,hadbUtreplacedmY ightr centlyknee thathasI i • )" Best, most reliable and cleanest service ' " I 
To the Editor, ' great support o Riverboat Days givenme so much pain thatmost I ~, Drop off.point at Thomhill Public Markot ' I 
The Riverb°at Days C°mmit" and we'd like t° thank the staff °f the time I c0uld n°t think' let ~ ? i o A a  f ~  8 e l o a ~ , l o r s . i  
tee would like to thank all the at the Terrace Review for their alone do my work. 
mtiq ns for  ~e hard work and wonderful l do not know how long my 
[ in filling c ur coverage. Many scrapbooks are convalescence will .be, so will 
,e f~ II days of sure to be filled with your have to close shop for a-while. 
'ooc and enl ,r- photos and articles; Sorry I cannot be of service to 
and Denise at We hope that everyone will you,good people. 
continue supporting Riverboat Randy C. Haigh, 
': . 'L~:I ~  ~ Contdbuted by . 
:Margaret  Vendarberg  
i 
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nl e d p [] n  tO:i robe vo lcano area 
' ;Would you like to se e the 
famous volcano that erupted 
the Nass Valley lava? 
Just 80 kilometers north of 
Terrace is. the most recent 
volcano in Canada, which eruP: 
ted sometime between 1650 and 
1750; with great loss of fife and, 
property. The lava flow itself, 
well-known as a "moonscape" 
of strange rock, has dozen~ of 
interesting features which the 
average person does not-see 
while driving through iti perfect- 
ly. preserved casts .of .logs, With 
the .grain of the wood..clearly 
visible; lava thatlooks like coils 
of rope; underground _rivers; 
strange collapse formations with 
desert plants: on one level; lush 
gardens of  fern and moss two "to 
three meters below; and more. 
These formations and  the 
cinder cone where the lava 
started willbe featured in a slide 
program Wednesday, Sept. 27, 
ir/ the Terrace library activity 
room at 7:30 p.m. Margaret 
Vanderberg, who has for several 
: :~:::: i-;:! '~:'". 
: * .  r .  
This is an aerial view of the volcano near Aiyansh that 
gave birth to the= Tseax lava beds only 300 years ago. 
Anyone interested in having a closer look at the crater 
and the fascinating landscape that surrounds it can 
sign up for a hike scheduled next month, sponsored by 
the Terrace Parks and Recreation Department. 
years enjoyed exploring the lava 
bed and asking questions Of 
vulcanologists, will share her 
slides and information in this 
program sponsored by the City 
of Terrace. 
Those who want to see the 
cinder cone itself (the dormant 
volcano), should sign up by  
Sept. 22 at the Terrace PatiOs 
and Recreation ~ffice (phgj~e 
638-1174) for an organized l~i~e 
to the crater. Fitness isrequired, 
as the hike is fairly tough and 
there is no trail. 
The reward of this effort is to 
step out of the trees onto the top 
rim of a volcano, with a crater 
below on one hand and the lava 
bed far below on the other. 
There are several dormant 
volcanic vents in the area, and 
two caves leading under the lava 
flow, which the hiking group 
will explore. 
Skeena District geologist Dave 
Lefebure commented on visiting 
the area recently, that the 
,'Fissure Cave" at the Alyansh 
Volcano was unlike any in his 
experience. Hikers can peer into 
the vent of a spatter cone and see 
their companions 12 meters 
below in the underground 
passage where lava and gasses 
emerged. 
This formation and others are 
very fragile,'and there is concern 
not only that hikers take proper 
safety precautions, but that the 
formations must be: protected, 
which is not adequately done by  
the present status as an un- Another potentially hazar- 
developed Park Reserve. Both dous area which hikers will be 
safety and conservation con- guided through is a "vertical 
cerns will be  discussed at the cast forest, of deep holes where 
slide program, trees once stood. Hikers will also 
Northern artists subject 
oLproposed TV series 
• A~'.public television series A local c~mittee, headed'..by 
Edna Cooper has sent letters re- focusing on the work and lives 
. Of artists in the northern regions 
o f  British Columbia is being 
proposed by Norbert Hartig, 
manager of Opening Learning at 
Northwest Community College. 
by Nancy Orr 
Hartig is seeking ..the par- 
ticipation of Northern Lights 
Community College, Yukon 
College and the College of New 
Caledonia and the support of 
communities •throughout north- 
ern B.C. 
The proposal is to produce a 
series of television, programs, 
videos and other modes of com- 
munication relating to the many 
artists and their work which 
could be used on the Knowledge 
Network for educational pur- 
poses, They would also be 
available Tor tourism and 
economic development to stimu- 
late interest in the region and for 
advancement of the artistic and 
cultural community. 
questing suppol~t and endorse- 
ment to the :City of Terrace, 
School District #88, Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce 
and the Terrace and District 
Arts Council. 
The ministries of Tourism, 
Municipal Affairs, Culture and 
Recreation, as well as Advanced 
Educatiotl and Job Training, 
will be approached to provide 
fundingestimated at $324,000. 
"I am very enthusiastic about 
the project," said Cooper. "We 
have so many talented people in 
the visual and performing arts. 
"Our northern artistic com- 
munity needs to have an ex- 
posure equal to other regions of 
Canada," she said. "This will 
have a positive impact on the 
potential artist as well as the 
established performers. It will 
promote or awaken interest of 
tourists and potential customers, 
and will be a real boost o the 
area, economically and cultural- 
ly." 
j ' :  
B.C. ACCESS CENTRE'  
3220 EBY STREET 
• BUSINESS AFTER HOURS 
Join us on 
. Wednesday, September 20, 1989 
from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. 
'::~ to view our facilities and discuss our services 
:~::~ ~:,::e.Safety Engineering • Labour Standards • 
• .:: ~ ::.. e. Environment e .Consumer Taxation e 
" :.:ii ~ • Motor VehiC le .•  Regional Development • 
e'Government Agent • 
Refreshments will be served. 
, " Honourable Elwood Veltch, 
.Minister of Regional Development 
Minister of State for Mainland/Southwest 
Co.sponsored by -. 
--Terrace. & Oistdct Chamber of Commeroe 
be led away from unstable parts 
of the cinder cone, where a 
wrong step couldtrigger a major 
landslide. 
Both the slide-talk on the 
27th, and the hike following, axe 
an excellent i~roduction to the 
geology of volcanoes in general 
and to the one very special 
volcano fight here in the Terrace 
area. This one is a "continental 
rift" volcano, which does not 
behave atall like the "plate col- 
lision" volcanoes of the western 
States and Alaska. 
MANAGEMENT 
SEMINAR 
HOW TO ARRANGE FINANCING 
I 
Get That Loan - -  On Your Own! 
Even though lending money is not an exact science, 
lenders ask exciting questions. Learn about those 
questions and how to answer them. 
FBDB Management Seminars are extremely 
productive work sessions. Stimulating and thought- 
pro~., king, they use realistic case studies, allowing 
part¢lpants to assess their own management methods. 
Group discussions and presentations enable partici- 
pants to benefit from the experience of others. This 
service complements those available in the private 
sector. 
The Seminar Leader for this seminar will be Diana Costain, 
Investment Broker. Her experience in the securities Industry 
is very extensive with'early experience in business finance, 
marketing bnd public relations. Ms. Costain has written and 
produced business spots for radio as well as appeared on 
business talk shows throughout he Province. 
This Seminor will be held: September 21, 1989 
Time: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Place: Inn of theWest, Terrace, B.C. 
Cost: $75.00 
This fee covers covers all reference material. 
To register, contact: 
Call Daisy at FBDB at 635-4951 
VISA and MasterCard accepted. 
Seatingis limited so register early. 
__ Ia ~ effre sea ~.,/V/ces ~ 
dar~ lea deux langue= officie#es. 
BACKING INDEPENDENT BUSINESS 
I~IL~IL Federal Business Banqae K.d~trale 
~J l r  Development Bank de d,veloppement 
• - . J I .  
~, . - ' ; : , : / .  , " : . , ,  I : ' . . , .  : ' : ,  . . . . . . .  - ....... . .'. ::.:':-.-,i ~ 
8: 
iT ! 
Terry Fox run 
nets $3,000" 
There's a big "Thank you" 
from the organizers forall  126 
participants who took part in 
the Terry Fox Run in • Terrace 
last Sunday. The high participa- 
tion helpedbeat the 1989 goal by 
at least 50 percent. 
Based on the previous year's 
support, agoal of $2,000 . Was set 
for 1989, but organizer Gary 
Petipas ays that the final figure 
is about $3,000. Thanks in part 
to Kelvin Skead who collected 
$565 in pledges in just one Week •
--  the most ever collected by an 
individual in the Terrace event 
since the run began nine years 
a ~ o .  • . .  . . . .  
Another factor that gave this 
year's run a boost,was the Cor- 
porate • .Challenge." B.C. Hydro 
topped the Corporate Challenge 
with 17 entries, while School 
District 88-and Skeena Broad- 
casters placed second and third 
in this category. Next year will 
be the 10th ,anniversary of the 
TerryFox Run and Petipas:ex-, 
pacts the results to be even 
better. Hdping the Northwest 
contribution, he says, will be 
• three new runs in the Nass Val- 
ley.. 
S ight  and  Sound goa l tender  Kev in  Andrews  cou ldn ' t  qu i te  
reach th i s  we l l -p laced  pena l ty  shot  by  a Bandst ra  fo rward  
dur ing  semi - f ina l  Under -12 Youth  Soccer  ac t ion  las t  Fr iday.  
Bandst ra  went  on to  w in  the  game 2-1. Th is  year  fo r  the f i r s t  
t ime,  p layo f f s  were  held ent i re ly ,  at one  locat ion  - -  Chr i s ty  
Park. 
Coming events in 
regional sports 
Saturday, Sept. 23 is the Country Club men's champion- 
grand opening of the newly 
renovated Student Body Rac- 
quet and Fitness Centre at 
Northwest Community College. 
Hours for this special event are 
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. and a 
30-minute introductory court 
time will be available for only $1 
as well as many free draws and 
giveaways. Memberships are 
available for students and the 
general public alike. Phone 
635-4009 for more information. 
Senior Boys' Volleyball begins 
this weekend --  the Caledonia 
Kermodes leave tomorrow for 
weekend tournament in Prince 
George. The Kermodes will 
compete in the UBC Tourna- 
ment the following weekend and 
see their first local action in zone 
play on Oct 14. 
The Tote~h Saddle Club is 
holding a dressage hunter 
jumper show on Sept. 30, Oct. 1 
aiad Oct, 2. Those interested, 
phone joleene (635-9497), or 
Cathy(635-53,29), ' ,  . - 
• Th~SkeeOa- Valley Golf and 
ship tournament will take place 
this coming Saturday and Sun- 
day. The club's nine-hole junior 
championship is scheduled to 
start Tuesday the 26th at 4 p.m. 
The Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club annual general 
meeting will be held at .the 
clubhouse beginning at 8 p.m. 
Oct. 5. 
The Skeena Valley Runners 
Club is hosting the Skeena Val- 
ley 5K, 10K and Half-Marathon 
on Oct. 15. Recreational and 
competitive runners can register 
at All Season's Sporting Goods 
before Oct. 1. The registration 
fee of $13 for BCAA members 
and $15 for non-members in- 
eludes a T.shirt. For more infor- 
mation contact Ed Ansems at 
635-4670. 
The Terrace men's recreation- 
al hockey league requires quali- 
fied referees, linesmen and goal- 
tenders aged 35 and older for the 
upcoming season, if interested, 
phone Earl at 635-2017, 
I i 
. " ~ . ,  • " - : - " - :~V- ' , ' : :~  "~,"~i~:>~:~;~S~ '~' ;~.~: : '~?~:~: ,~'~' '  
TERRYFOX RUN . - -  CorporateChallenge,::~mRi~..=h!p.~"t_ ¢h . : :  . . ,  ' i  i.? .~.. 
- . " . . . .  - -.: .:: ' ..'~ . -.:~C, eoarlana.llre:tl, uanostra 4 " 
- . .: . ~:,:. ..... Umlm':~:II i ieasenmsultI  :. : - : ~"~:" 
lstB;O, Hydro,:. " > : .... ','::l~it Cedilrland Tlre, 2nd-Bmidstra 
2nd School District 88 . : .  :. . :  ::" ::::...~',-.Leiguechamplon ,, - ' . . . . .  " " : ~ 4 ~ r "F~ 
3rd Skeena Broadcasters • , ; ' :-.::i,:::: .: : ' ..Tle'-betweon Oedarland Tire andAqua Plumblng, ::..:.:. 
" ' O,C . " : : : Knock-Ou t Toumement. ~ . : .- ' . . 
MEN'S  RECREATIONAL H KEY '  :" : i .  : "~und~r , !~ ,a 
"Skeene- Ice  Breakers  " . -  :. :": A:G K 12,.Terrace Travel 0 ... ~. :~.:.!:,.x., ~ 
.~ " Shoppers 3, Centennial Lions 1 : ..:....!:"~r::~:~i:: 
"rilE PLAYOFFS' - .Thunderbirds 9, Skeena Cellulose 2 . ...._....i,::.. . : 
Norrn's.Auto 8,.Skeena HoteI.Lttes 7 .., Co.op.~4,.SkeenaSawmills 2 - . :". "-: ~.".~'.,~-:'~ '-
The Canadians 9, North Coast Auto Wranglers 3. Monday, Sept. 11 .' - 
Inn of the West 9, Norm's :Auto5' • " " .. A.G.K. 5, O.S. Sharks 3 . . . . .  ~ :'.-:,-:~. ,~-. 
Rusty Rail$-(Srnlthers) 4, The Canadians 4 Surveyors 7, Shoppers 1 
Inn of the West 6, Skeena Hotel Lites 3 " Tuesday, Sept. 12 
Rusty Rails 5, North Coast'Auto Wranglers 3 Centennial Lions 7, Terrace Travel .1 ,::, .. .:.~.~:.::'~. ", ~. 
North Coast Auto Wranglers 14, Skeena Hotel Lites 6 . . ; . .  Wednesday,Skeena Sawmills 1Sept. ~13Skeena Cellul°se O""  "!."':~ :" i!'r" ' ' ' :  :. '::: !i i 'i' i!ilii ". 
CHAMPIONSHIP  PLAY Centennial Lions 5, C.S. Sharks 2 
• Rusty Rails 12, Inn of the West. 4 . .  " ,  Shoppers 3, Skeena Sawmills 2 - - . ;:,,. ~ .: ;'-:- ~-,::":;:':'.. ,:~.: ,w, 
Norrn's Augo 11, The Canadians 5 '-:.- Thunlday,'sept,14 " : .~ ~..~....~.::..~.:.~,~:?:-:.:!:.~i " 
Skeena Hotel Lltes 9, North Coast Auto Wranglers 6 :A,G,K, 6, Thunderblrds 4 .: :~: </,::~..~:!;..,;. ,,~.~:.::,~:. i::  
The Canadians 5, Inn of the West 4 for 3rd and 4th..Shoppers 3, Co-up 2 
• " " " ; ~ !L l - " : " i : '~ ; ; ; : / , '~  : "  , - ' . ,  "" .~  : place. " Fddey, Sept. 15 
Rusty Rails 11, Norm's Auto 5 for 1st and2nd place. Centennial.Lions 3, Co-op 1 " " 
Shoppers 4, Thunderbirds 3 . 
-Saturday ,  Sept. 16 " ~... • ~ . - -  . ;.~ ~.  
SOCCER A.G;K. 3, Surveyors 2 " 
, Centennial  Lions 4, Shoppers  1 
Girls Double Knock-Out Tournament Surveyors and Centenlal  Lions :p layed of f .  iast 
Wednesday,  Sept. 6 night and A.G.K. will take on the,winner of that  game 
Tide Lakers 4, Richards 0 : . . . . .  the  Championship  Match.  Results nextweek. .  
Thursday, Sept, 7 ..:~..::: .~!il ~ 
Tide Lakers 5, Pizza Hut I ;~:i:~-"::~~ ; ' " - 
Friday, Sept. 8 '!!i ~''~-'r~ ~' . . . . . :." .... , :.'i.~:....!:: .~. 
Pizza Hut 4, Rlchards2 <.:~ ..~,,~..... .  :.. :~...: ..~-:~ 
Saturday, Sept, 9 
Championship  Match  ::i:!i? .~,.::'".:~ ,.,:-:::.~"-:..i:.i.,.,:-~ .. . 
Tide Lake 5, Pizza Hut 2 :~:-.:.',.~:i:i:ii.: ""~'~'~:~:~"'~ :":': ::":'"'~;"~':::~"":' 
1st Tide Lake, 2nd Pizza Hut ... .;. -..~:, ' - " .:c:- 
Dlvlslon Champlon,  Tlde Lake: :i.:.:::il..r:-:! ~:~':"': & :  ':::- :": ::.. '.!-- . : " .  . . . . . . . .  
Under 16 Double Knock.Out "l 'oumamsnt i,~ : . . . . . .  . 
Wednesday,  Sept.  6 : :~~ ~E P . I .T .A . :SHOOT " 
: by  the  Ter ract  Rod  &.Gun C lub  Braids 1, Phi lpots 0 . ~.;: . . .  
Thursday, Sept, 7_  . ~:: ....- i: ';'~': ..'.. Sept ,  8 and  9 " 
Braids 6, Brady's F.C. 1 ~:::~ " 
Friday, Sept. 8 =: :~!:i:.i.16 YARD 
Brady's F.C. 9, Philpots 4 :....~..~:~ '~.: :-D class - -  Rick Flynn, South Hazelton, 95 
Saturday, Sept. 9 ..... !i: 'Gclass - -  Jay Davis, Juneau, 89 
Championship Match ~;-i~: :'~:";B class - -  Nelson Roisum, New Hazelton, 96 
Braids 3, Brady F~C. 1 ,:,::~ .A  c lass - -  Rick McCabe, Kitwanga, 96 
Under 16 seasons results 1st Braids, 2nd Brady'sF.C., :::~!!i ~:: .. AA class Oal Langham, Powell River, 98 
Division Champion, Braids ..... ,CAP 
Under 14 Double Knock.Out Tournament • yardage - -  Bill Watson, Terrace, 89 
Wednesday, Sept. 6 yardage --George Munson, Terrace, 95 - 
Rotary 5, Northern Drugs 0 )UBLES 
San-Berry 6, Bavarian Inn 2 • : lass - -  Rollle Senden, Hazelton, 83 " "  
Thursday, Sept. 7 " " - :lass - -  Alvin McLeod,.Quesnel, 89 ..... '.-~ 
-San-Berry 3, Rotary 2 :i i!i i~;!i:!!i!~iill I Northern Drugs 4, Bavarian Inn 2 ...... ,... :lass - -  Rick McCabe, Kitwanga, 95 " ::' .ii~.~: 
Fdday, Sept. 8 ..:. SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 9 . . ~: 
Rotary 4, Northern Drugs 3 ~.-~-:~ YARDS " " 
Saturday, Sept. 9 : /  ~, class - -  Peggy Bare, Kltlmat, 95 
Championship Match ' . . . . . . . .  C class - -  Bill Gable, Quesnel, 92 
sen-Berry 2, Rotary 0 "::-- B class - -  Jay Davis, Juneau, 99 .. 
Under 14 seasons results - - A class Pat Bare, Kltlrnat, 100 : : ::i' 
1st San-Berry, 2nd Rotary, AA class - -  Dal Langham, Powell River, 98 . .-:- 
Division Champions ,  :tie. between Rotary and 
Northern Drugs. HANDICAP ~ 
Long yardage ,-- Don Ellis, Prince George, 92 
'Under 12 Double Knock.Out Tournament Short yardage - -  Wayne Paulsen, Ketchlkan,96 
Monday, Sept. 11 
Finning 4, Northwest Sportsman 0 TEAM SHOOT ~r I~ ~ 
Cedarland Tire 3, Aqua Plumbing 1 -: Winner - -  Prince George, 114 
Tuesday, Sept. 12 Runnerup --  Kitimat, 109 " : ";~-::."~: 
Sight and Sound 3, Finning Tractor 2 3rd Place - -  Terrace #1, 108 . . . . . . .  -~:' ::~:~: 
Cedarland Tire 6, Bandstra 3 .: ~:.~ ,:
Wednesday, Sept, 13 Ladles' Trophy . .~ 
Northwest Sportsman 3, Aqua Plumbing 2 Winner - -  Llnda Dinsrnore, Delta,' 189 
Bandstra 3, Finning Tractor 1. -. . 
,ThurIday, Sept. 14 . . . . .  senior.66 & Over Trophy - -  High Overall : " . :. ::~:~.:. 
Cedarland.Tire 4, Sight and Sound 2 " i ( :  :" "' Winner - -  Scott Hutchinson, Knutsford, 403;...~ 
• Bandstra 3, Northwest Sportsman I : • ~ ; Runnerup -- John Henkins, Prince Rdi)ert; 242 .... . 
Fddliy, Sept.15. " ~ ~ ..- ::. . . . . .  .:,. - . .  
Bandstra 2, Sight and Sound 1 - " " 'H igh Overall Winner 
.Saturday; Sept. 16 " " Rollle Senden, Hazelton, 459 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . 
The Terrace Curling Club is 
now under the management of  
Maurice Jones, formerly of 
Maple Ridge, B.C.-Jones brings 
with :him a great deal of ex~ 
,perience in curling and other 
recreational facilities as well as< 
in bothprofessional and minor 
sports. 
/ by Ted Straehan 
Johes first-made a name for 
himself in competitive sports as 
a student at North Vancover 
High~ He was known as a fast 
runner and was Unchallenged as 
.theschool's high jump champi- 
on. Although he was small, 5' 
10" and 155 pounds, his speed 
as a runner and love of football 
won him a place on the Calgary 
Stampeders but he missed the 
season due to illness. Un- 
daunted, he tried out for the 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers the 
following year and put in a 
season and a half as a flanker, 
wide receiver, and occasionally, 
a line backer. 
"As far as my speed was 
concerned," says Jones-half 
jokingly, " I  called it fear." And 
rightly so: this was the pro,s and 
it was a rough league, particu- 
lar ly during practices. Estab- 
lished players liked to make new 
comers prove themselves. 
Jones recalls one practice 
where he lost all his front teeth 
on one play. Bruised and bleed- 
!ng, though, he finished the 
pract ice  with the spirit of a 
bulldog and became a full 
fledged member of the sport. 
Maurice Jones 
Jones would have been happy 
to stay in Winnipeg. He liked 
the town and he liked the peo- 
ple. He remembers pitching in 
the Senior Men's  Baseball 
League during the summer 
months and this in itself was an 
experience. During off-season 
this was the center for many 
professional thletes, and one he 
still recalls with awe is NHL 
netminder Terry Sawchuk. Not 
only was this someone you 
should be asking for an auto- 
graph rather than playing ball 
with; he was a tremendous ath- 
lete in his own right. " I  couldn't 
get him out," says Jones. "He 
always at least got a single. He 
was great." 
A separated shoulder a year 
and a half later provedto much, 
however. " I  couldn't lift my 
arm hut I preferred coaching 
anyway," recalls Jones philoso- 
Growth expected in 
curling popularity 
The Terrace Curling Club is 
"gearing up for a new:season and 
if all goes well the Curl Canada 
program will begin the first 
week in October. 
The Curl Canada program is 
designed for those new to the 
sport or curlers who want to  ~ 
upgrade their technique arid de- 
livery. The curling season is 
scheduled to begin Oct. 10. 
Club president Ken Blalnes 
says there will be something for: 
everyone this year, from teens to 
Seniors. There's the Men's 
Mixed League, the Tuesday 
Morning League, the Saturday 
morning Commercial League 
for local businessmen, and the 
Sunday Recreational Fun 
League for curlers of all ages as 
well as the usual mix of ben- 
spiels to;add some color and 
excitement. 
Blaines says the club will be 
out promoting the sport this 
fall, and club manager Maurice 
Jones says he expects to see 
some growth. There has been a 
tremendous growth inthe Lower 
Mainland, according to 'Jones, 
and that movement is coming 
this way. He says he expects that 
all leagues will be full. 
CURLING 
GET SWEPT UP 
IN THE FUN. , 
• Meet new frient a- 
• Great exercise 
• Easy to learn 
• Instruction 
available 
• Low cost [uh' 
for everyonel~ 
CURLING SF.ASON WILL SOON BE UNDERWAY 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Terrace Curl ing Assoc ia t ion  
655-5583 
phically. "This set me up for 
coaching; I learned a lot from 
my pro experience." So Jones 
turned to coaching high school 
football and he would soon take 
three separate schools to their 
individual championships: Win- 
nipeg's" St. Paul 's College, 
where he coached uring his last 
few months in the CFL, Calga, 
ry's Central High who won in a 
prairie windstorm; and his alma 
mater, North Vancouver High, 
where he replaced Don C0ryell 
who at that time. moved to the 
UBC Thunderbirds and now 
coaches ,American pros. 
His experience coaching at the 
high school level drew Jones 
toward a career in physical ed- 
ucation. He registered at UBC 
and began in this direction but 
at the same time temporarily ost 
contact with football. In order 
to pay his expenses, Jones 
worked weekends for the Van- 
couver Parks Board and had no 
time for the Thunderbirds. He 
did, however, start the first 
ever 12,man Bantam Football 
League for  youths under 14 
years in Vancouver and recruit- 
ed juvenile players as coaches. 
One hundred and fifty teens 
signed up that first year and 
~Jones put parents to ~vork as 
team managers andsisters and 
girlfriends as cheerleaders. 
This was during his second 
Year in physical education and 
he began taking a second look at 
his future. He enjoyed his work 
with the Vancouver Parks Board 
and enjoyed working with the 
kids in Bantam Football... but 
just couldn't see himself as a 
teacher. He preferred recrea- 
tion. 
This led Jones to a position as 
the first recreation trainee with 
the Vancouver Parks Board, 
learning the operation of arenas, 
curling rinks and swimming 
pools. He was promoted to As- 
sistant Director the following 
year and Director the year after 
that. By 1961 he was responsible 
for the Kitsilano Community 
Centre - -  a position he held for 
three years. In his spare time, he 
was a Big Brother to several 
Vancouver youngsters. 
Jonesthen moved out of the 
Lower Mainland to become the 
first Recreation Director in three 
• B.C. communities: Powell River 
from 1967 to 1969, Alert Bay 
from 1969 to 1971 and Salmon 
Arm from 1975 to 19?l. At this 
point, Jones took some time off 
for worl0 travel and to enhance 
his own education. Returning to 
Canada from Australia nd New 
Zealand, Jones signed up for 
some computer courses at 
George Brown College in Toron- 
to but even here recreation was 
in his blood. His spare time was 
spent at a local community 
center, where he worked days 
and evenings. 
Jones moved back to B.C. in 
1985 and began working for 
B.C. Parks at Golden.Ears Pro- 
vincial Park: While working in 
several areas of the park, Jones 
also took up teaching craft 
workshops for young people 
which he continued untilmoving 
to Terrace this summer. Among 
Jones' other hobbies and inter- 
ests are writing and playing folk 
music, photography, downhill 
skiing (but cross country is his 
favorite), and salmon fishing. 
"I like Terrace," Jones said 
soon after his arrival. " It  re- 
minds me a lot of Salmon Arm. 
It's about the same size and the 
outdoors are right at your back 
door." And there's another plus 
here, he says.., the hot mineral 
water at Mount Layton Hot 
Springs. " I t  makes old football 
injuries feel better." 
There was plenty of action in Under-10 Youth Soccer last week. A determined Shoppers: 
squad defeated the Thunderbirds (above) during a game last Friday evening. It's far from~ 
over though; the Surveyors took on the Centennial Lions last night and the winner of that 
game will square off against A.G.K. at Christy Park tonight at 6 p.m. for the championshipi 
match, 
Terrace M/nor Hockey Assoc/at/on 
,Players who are registered for the 1989/1990 
Season should note the following ice times for 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23 &  ii!I 
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 ONLY 
Midget  & Juven i le :  
Bantam:  
7:30 a.m.-8:30 a.m. & 9:15 p.m.-10:15 p.m. 
8:45 a.m.-9:45 a.m., & 8:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. , 
Pee  Wee:  
P re -Nov ice :  ' 
Novice:  
Atom: 
10:00 a.m.- l l :00 a.m. & 3:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. ~ 
11:15 a.m..12:15 p.m. & 4:15 p.m.-5:15 p.m, 
12:30 p.m.-l:30 p.m. & 5:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m. 
: 1:45 p.m.-2:45 p.m. & 6:45 p.m.-7:45 p.m. : 
% 
ALL MUST WEARFULL GEAR. 
r .... ~i' players who wish to register for the i i~ 
coming season should phone the registrar, il 
COl leen Mait land at 635-7938.  ~: i~,~ 
,~Rev iew - -  Wednesday; September 20, 1989 . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . 
i  iKitselas Cany¢ render 
the North awaits development 
- -  formed by 
ithe:f0otholds of Kitselas and 
Bornite Mountains could one 
day he called the Stanley Park of 
True, there are few seagulls 
and you can't smell the salt air... 
but there are eagles, a unique 
view Of the Skeena River and 
historic value that can never 
be matched by Stanley Park. 
Twenty years ago, Parks 
Canada declared 500 acres of 
land at Kitselas Canyon as a Na- 
tional Historic Site. At one 
point, Parks Canada voiced a 
desire to develop a park at the 
site but the owners of the prop- 
erty, the Kitselas Indian Band, 
said no. They wanted to develop 
the land themselves with the ap- 
propriate Native theme. 
The Kitselas developers, 
though, are growing restless. 
They have a mental outline of 
what they want to do at the site 
but because of the tremendous 
value of the area they want to 
make sure everything is done 
just right. This means studies, 
debate,, more studies.., and that 
meansmoney: money Parks 
Canada is- obligated to invest in 
land they have designated as a 
National Historic Site. It's just a 
matter of when. The Kitselas 
people are ready now. 
Just as anything that offers 
true beauty and intrigue, there 
are many hazards. There are 
Steeped In history, Kitselas Chief Councillor Mel 
Bevan explores Dry Island in Kitselas Canyon. The sec- 
tion of the canyon where the riverboat Mount Royal 
• "=%•: : . ,  , 
sank decades ago can be seen behind; legend has it 
that the Mount Royal's safe full o.f gold still lies at the 
bottom. 
sheer rock cliffs a hundred feet 
or higher that drop into merci- 
less currents. Innocent rock 
islands whose slippery slopes 
angle into boiling rapids. Be- 
cause of this, the area isn't open 
to the public just yet. The public 
will have to wait and imagine a
historic park in the Northwest 
that is different han .anything 
they've ver seen. 
Park-like forests with trees 
spaced by nature as if they had 
been cultivated. Through these 
forests of curious "twisted 
trees", fine rays of sunlight 
crochet a three-inch carpet of 
gently rolling moss, creating a 
storybook atmosphere. Moving 
closer to the river, you enter 
another world. 
Undergrowth, vines, and 
stinging nettle form a natural 
jungle-like barrier to the dangers 
of the canyon, designed to turn 
mankind back. Once through 
this barrier, though, you enter 
a landscape of rock and sand. 
One of rushing water and gentle 
back currents. A world steeped 
in history dating back 5,000 
years. 
About 2800 B.C., the ances- 
tors of the Kitselas people came 
to the canyon and dominated 
the area for over 5,000 years. 
They carved petroglyphs on can- 
yon walls, possibly to record 
their history, A history that has 
been lost to time. No one knows 
the true purpose or meaning of 
their carvings. But it is known 
they lived with others of their 
own kind in relative peace with a 
social order based on nature 
itself, an order that was ~oreign, 
and therefore wrong, in the 
minds of 19th century white 
explorers. 
With the coming of the white- 
man came disease and liquor 
and guns. There were rivei'boats 
then railways bringing more 
white settlers to an "unsettled" 
land. Loggers cut down the for- 
ests, and among the fallen trees 
lay a fallen culture based upon 
the land. It was called progress 
and forms what we now call the 
history of the Northwest. 
Five thousand years of heri- 
tage nearly drowned by 100 
years of progress --  but not 
quite. 
The memories, at least recent 
ones, are still alive and the 
Kitselas people want to record 
their past at the canyon. They 
want to bring the memories of a 
nearly lost culture to life. 
Imagine a velvet trail past a 
.restored village •that was once 
the true "hub" of the North- 
west. Imagine the artifacts (pres- 
ently stored in an Ottawa base- 
ment) and the lifestyle they rep: 
resent. Five hundred acres and 
miles of trails that wander 
through beauty and time. Ima- 
gine the "fortress" at the south 
end of the canyon where for 
centuries the Kitselas people 
guarded their land. Long before 
the white man came they 
charged a toll for anyone want- 
ing to pass through the canyon 
thus controlling the gateway to a 
continent. Anyone not honor- 
ing the toll would have large 
holders dropped from a height 
of one hundred feet ontheir  
canoe. A simple but very effec- 
tive deterrant from cheating. 
It was at Kitselas Canyon that 
the invasion of the whiteman 
was nearly stopped. It was a 
riverboat confrontation that 
nearly ended in war. The Kitse- 
las people wouldn't allow any- 
one by the fortress until they 
proved themselves friendly, and 
this was a formality some early 
settlers chose to ignore. The 
issue was resolved, though, and 
in the early part of  this century 
the Kitselas toll was dropped. 
But even with the blessing of 
the Kitselas people, the Canyon 
remained a formidable barrier 
to riverboats plying the Skeena. 
They were pulled upriver and 
slowly released stern first down- 
stream by cables trung through 
continued next page 
This fiberglass replica of one of the totem poles located at 
"The Fortress" was made by Parks Canada and is almost 
indistinguishable from the real thing. ,.. 
Monday to Friday Saturday Sunday 
la 'a ,m,  to 11 o.m. . 9a .m,  to l l  e ,m;  11 n.m, to 11 p.m. - -  Open Ho l idays -  
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
635-6300 
"Yes, we now have your favorite selection of lmportsl" 
II I I I I II 
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Story and photos by Tod Strachan 
I 
Mel Bovan points out one of several petroglyphs in the can- 
yon. Some of these rock carvings may date back 5,000 
years and their original purpose is still being researched. 
i 
' " '  " :  m o f  the:steamer b oke and she rmgbolts, requmng a small ar y 
of men to hold:~Itwas  system sank, Six lives Were lost. 
that worked 4'-most :of the time. The history of the canyon and 
It is:said thereis'a safe full of its peoples could fill volumes. 
gold on  the bottom of the But rather than read, we may 
Skeena that was deposited there soon ha~,e an  opportunity to 
when the Mount Royal sank in ~::~ walk through the park, visit the 
July 1906;: Caught in the cur., : Sites, and  feel first hand the 
rent~ the stern of Mount Royal ~ spirit of those whose presence 
struck the, rock face~ .of Dry ~,, has,. been obscured by time: And 
Island and moments l~ter the '~the experience could begin as 
bow hit the rocks of gingbolt !~ early as nextlyear. Kitselas Chief 
Island. Hung cross-stream to the Councillor ~Mel Bevan would 
raging canyon waters, the back : l ike to see r~verboat tours head- 
Much of the 500-acre historic Kitselas Canyon is park-like by nature. The location pictured 
above offers a trail through a carpet of moss to an outcropping at the south end of the can- 
yon about 100 feet above the Skeena. With a little work, it could be an ideal spot to break for 
a family picnic during a day's walk through the past. 
ing east on the Skeena similar to 
those now heading west from 
the Ki*sumkalum Reserve. 
Then, over the next five years, 
would come Parks Canada and 
landscape architects working 
with Native peoples to develop a
full scale, 500-acre National 
Historic Site. It could become a
park as famous as any in Cana- 
da, an attraction that would 
* ;< ,  
WE'RE GETTING SOME NEW PARTS 
A whole bunch of them, as a matter of fact. When River Industries opens in its new 
location onHighway 16 by the bridge to Ferry Island, we're going to become Terrace's 
newest retail outlet to carry a complete line of auto parts, accessories and just about 
everything else you need to keep your vehicle running in top shape. 
River Industries has enthusiastically joined the continent-wide United Auto Parts net- 
work, a widelyrespecteddistributor of auto and truck supplies. When you drop in to see 
us after our new building opens, you'll be able to buy everything from fuel pumps to mud 
flaps over the counter, fast,• and at competitive prices. 
" BUT WE'VE KEPT THE OLD PARTS 
In our industrial service, however, nothing is going to change except to get better. 
We're going to Continue full-bore at providing the best in parts and service to the Iogg- 
• ing and construction Industries. 
5130A Highway 16 West 
635.7383 




offer families a full day or more 
of interesting and educational 
activities and further target Ter- 
race as a tourism destination of 
international significance. There 
are many ideas on the drawing 
board and Kitselas Canyon is a 
project hat has the potential to 
overshadow anything that exists 
in the area today. 
The SHAMROCK 4-H CLUB 
Would like to Thank all the 
Bidders and Buyers for 
their outstanding support. 
1989 Buyers were: 
STEERS 
Grand Champion - -  
Coppers ide  Stores 
Reserve Champion - 
Ovenvaitea 













Ev's Mens Wear 
Mr. Dunphy 
Spec ia l  thanks  to 
our  auct ioneer  Leo De  Jong  
t • 
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Agreement anne 
The purchase of $40 million preferential promotion of 
worth of new track maintenance 
machinery by CN Rail early this 
year meant he end of the line 
• for 1,500 workers, and the com- 
pany and the union that repre- 
sents the staff who will be laid 
off have agreed how it's going to 
be done. 
In a recent joint announc- 
ment, CN Rail and the Brother' 
hood of Maintenance of Way 
Employees stated that the work- 
force reduction will be under- 
taken through a combination of 
early retirement options, retrain- 
ing and relocation of some 
employees to other jobs, 
BMWE members to newly- 
created assistant r0admaster 
positions, and outright lay-.offs 
with extended and deferred 
benefits and a separation 
package. 
CN public affairs officer AI 
Menard said in an interview 
from Vancouver last week that 
the outright lay-offs are going to 
be applied to 50 workers on the 
railway's North Line, covering 
the area from McBride to Prince 
Rupert, with an undetermined 
number of maintenance staff 
taking the other~options. The 
laid-off workers, he said, consti- 
tute • about 40 percent of the 
current track maintenance 
work force. 
The lay-offs will take effect 
Oct. 30. 
Leaders of unions affiliated 
with CN have repeatedly stated 
that the steep reduction in main- 
tenance workers will inevitably 
jeopardize safety, but Menard 
denies that. "We,ll have better 
maintenance with fewer men," 
he said. 
The new equipment includes 
mechanized track layers that will 
be able tohandle the longer 
. .~; : : i -  '~  - . ' : :  
lines all over Canada and im, 
proved crew transportation 
vehicles that will allow those 
workers who are left to cover 
more territory in less time and 
reach repair sites more •quickly. 
Union representatives have 
speculated that the labor cuts 
are a response to the Canada-US 
Free Trade Agreemen t , the pro- 
visions •of which would allow 
transshipment of goods from 
one Canadian point to another 
(Montreal to Vancouver, for ex- 
ample) through the US at the 
lower Americ, an rail rates. The 
pieces of rail and heavier •ties the VancOuver head of the BMWE 
company is using to upgrade its. suggested, that the federal gay- 
,. 
ernment :is trying to improve 
CN's financial picture by cutting 
labor costs in preparation for 
sale o f  the railway'either to 
private interests or by sale of 
shares to the public, as it did 
with Air Canada last year. 
CN claims that the •staff cuts 
are simply a consequence of 
modernization in the way it 
maintains track. 
The number of track 'main: 
tenance personnel: working out 
6f the Terrace yard who.will be 
affected by the changes i not yet 
clear. .,,, , ":' ~  `
/ ,- , .  . . • 
-WhereT0 Find It' 
Gutde 
R & R CONTRACTING 
" / 
Phone 638-0206 Free Estnmates! 





No job too smallt 
Mc:  oy So.s CoSt. 
~/~ i • / 
RNISHING .. " ' PArlE) DECKS, : ' 
Phone 798-2543 after 6 p.m. 
! 
Plan early for your home 
or cabin. Free estimates. 
Phone 635-7400 
Your complete 
source for a/I i / k~ l ;  ~t 
your heatmg 
needs. ' ! - - - -~ '~."  
• ~ -- Customer  service is our  No.  1 pr io r i ty  
(Esso) -F i r s t  quo l i ty  shop service - Fast, f r iend ly  and ef f ic ient  
ful l  service at tendants  
- Complete  persona l i zed 'serv ice  
• Prices are  VERY Compet i t i ve  • 
AWWA Investments Ltd. 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
4630 Lakolse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
638-1168 . 
~ ~ ~ Rust Protection for 
New and Used 
MUFFLER CENTRE Vehicles 
"If you're satisfied, te/I.others 
, . .  i f  not.  tell us." 
RON or AL 4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 
r Phone 638-1991 
I 
iH i 
Jan's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders Custom Framing 
Portraits ~ Mat Cutting 
Family Sittings , Posters 
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting " Laminating 
4609 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, B.C. BuS. 63S-5288 
Terrace, B.C, V8G I P9  : Res. 635-5S~ 
J OCUS 
An established company specializing 
in educational toys is now in Terrace 
and consultants are available for 
home demonstrations. 
For a free catalogue and 
further information call: 
Elizabeth Haws -- 638,0827 
or Terry Walker -- 635.3287 
• Northem Carpet 
& Upholstery Cleaning 
$39.95 --Full*Price ~.~~ 
Two Rooms and Hallway ~ f  
• No Residue ~.  ¢~U~~ 
Hypo.Allergenic ~ ~  
Ask for References 





Laundromat & Carwash \~,~.~ . open 8:30- 1o:3o oa.y 
' ~" ;  27.01S.Kalum 635-6180 
0 I . I  
Sales and ServiCe for :~  I 
Motorcycles • Chelnsaws ,~  ! 
Snowmobiles * Msdne Supplies , " 
SKIDOO 
4 
. . . . . . .  i: i~i !~ '~!~ i ~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . ; . . . . .  . . . . . .  • . . . .  . . • . . .  - ;  . . . . . . ,  . .  . . 
ff.. me rch a 
A widely-distributed "set of 
tourist information brochures 
issued by, the B.C. government 
this summer has some members 
of the Terrace business com- 
munity upset. Both sets feature 
c6ndensed maps of B.C. that 
show the locations of Prince 
Rupert and Smithers, but not 
Terrace. 
The first set was printed by 
the Ministry of Environment, a 
series of over• 100 informational 
pamphlets on B.C. parks. A1- 
though the pamphlet about Lak- 
else Lake provincial park gives 
he park's location as being 25 
kilometers outh of Terrace and 
40 kilometers north of Kithnat, 
neither community appears on. 
the map carried on the back of 
the pamphlet. 
• MI the :pamphlets, which are 
displayed at every Tourist Info- 
Centre in B.C., have the same 
map on the back. 
The second set of publications 
in question is a magazine-style 
Salt Water Fishing Guide print- 
ed and distributed by the B.C. 
Ministry of Tourism. Terraceis 
again missing from the map 
illustrating the guide. 
Bobbie Phillips, secretary- 
manager for the Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce, 
said the chamber is concerned 
about the situation and Gerry 
Martin, the chamber's govern- 
ment liaison representative, is 
investigating the situation. 
Chamber luncheon cancelled 
Tomorrow's general 
luncheon meeting of the Ter- 
race and District Chamber of 
Commercehas been can- 
celled. 
Bobble Phillips, secretary- 
manager for the chamber, 
said the 11:45 a.m. pthedng 
at the Bavarian lu  won't be 
held because pest spnker 
Maryiou McDonald, an in- 
vestment counsellor with 
Odium Brown, is unable to 
keep the engagement. 
Phillips said McDonald is 
expected to be in Terrace 
sometime next February and 
will probably address the 
chamber then. 
The Oct. 4 luncheon 
meeting at,the Temee Hotel 
is still on, Phillipssaid. The 
pest speaker will be Larry 
Bell, president and chief ex- 
ecutive officer of B.C. 
Hydro. Members intending 
to attend are asked to con- 
firm by calling 63S.2063. 
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- I  re r [o  ml  Pt 
~, . -Terrace .,. • Nor thwestAeade layO|  .~~= WEB OFFSET 
• | ! -  - -T ree  Tr ,mming n.=~_r_.ng _rt s ~ ~ ,  PROMOTIONAILCONSULTAIMT$ 
j .~  .. l t Will cut d°wn any Ire ! ' .~ '~ ' '$AFELY"  e " 306 -4722 Lakelse Avenue.Ter race .  B.C. VSG 1R6 ' D  G I o s e  Up 
'1,000,000 Iiobility for YOUR pro ion1 '  LIMITED OPENINGS FOR: MaM Iha ]Davies L ~ " ¢~11 on our I~nign 1rum 635-7400 ,tect Ballet, ages 4-12: .,~,.~.~, ,, . .  . . . . .  
Instrumental, ges 10 & older touqt) .~o=,-, e~ ~ .  635-7840 . 
| f 
m *erroce.- B.C. Loader. Backhoe. Trucking r " ~03 Kenney Street GLASS 4711-AKelthAve. Top Soil • Pit Run * Crush • Snow Plowing . 
WaterLines. Septic Systems CHANGES , i  Wolfe Tanning System Auto  Glass Specialists 
Ken's Trucking Ltd. @.~, ,  ~ . . . .  .,o,.,,. P,,o,,~ ,o, o,, 0,,,,o,,,,,~.,, ICBC claims handled promptly 
PHONE 635.7519 ,
635-9666 P.O. BOX ,00, KEN SIMONS TOTAL HA'R cARE 638-1  :I 66  
TERRACE, B.C. OWNER - ' 
I IhC*24"HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE ,  - -  
PRO.TECH I I1| 1 ' TOTAL TERRACE PRE.CUT 
ELECTRONIC. I~ illtBi . , , ,  SF, RVIC]I~s .~~__~[~ Hont|B:kDi~re~FrdoOrnrM~?c|n. 
ENG!HEERING,.o..,o,o,~,0,.,,ou-.,,o, ,TYpINo ' " 
• .. IFwEITsAltU.rrET.v.SERVIcES ELECRONICIT,. _ I. ,VOICE PAGERS, PHOTOCOPYING FOR SALE6,.8,,20 sheets32,, of smokedfor a 
SERVICE -- T.V. RENTALS I - - -=  . . . .  " glass x good 
Repa i rs  On AII  Home Enteda inment  1535 51;:;4 1 I~ 638 8195 ~i  Greenhouse 
App l iances  4S l l l  LAKELSE,  TERRACE '  = 
Also Commercial & Industrial i ~ 2903 Braun Street, ~q~[ Sq l l l  
Electronic Equipment TERRACE, B.C., " " ' "  . . . .  D|#1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 I'T 
I 
IN  I 
HI.QUALITY BELTING & , ,~ ~ j  ~~'~; . ; . - .~~- - -~~ 
CONTRACTING SERVICES West Coast ~ ~.:_.~.,_:.,.=~,.~..~.~.~..~=...:._. 
Inflatable Boat Repairs Landscaping ~ ~ ........................................................ 
Durable - -  High Quality _ .  _ , ________  MERC CRUISERS ~ MARINER OUTBoARDS HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARIHm JETS 
Vul0anizing Repairs HOMEUONT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
We specialize in conveyor belt DESIGN -- INSTALLATION YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
installations, splicing, and repairs MAINTENANCE Jan Blake SHINOAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging COMMERCIAL--RESIDENTIAL 635-2572 =~.o. ~ & P0=ER me.ca 
638-8S30 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-066~ • PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP rm,  e.c. 4946 Greig Ave. ,  Ter race  
1 I I I I I I  I I I I I1 ]  1 I I I I  • I I I I I I  ]11  I I  
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Teacher h iri ng 
tougher this yea 
TERRACE - -  School District 88 
assistant superintendent Skip 
Bergsma has proven once again 
that he's got a crystal ball sec- 
ond to none. 
Bergsma is responsible very 
spring for estimating the number 
of students who will enroll in the 
The recently approved teacher 
training program that will be 
delivered through Northwest 
Community College by Simon 
Fraser University should help 
the situation, Bergsma said. 
.' The program will allow local 
residents who hold bachelor's 
district for the foliowing Sap-degrees to obtain teaching certif- 
tember. Accuracy of the esti- 
mates is important for the dis- 
trict's budgeting process. 
The actual enrolment figures 
for the 1989-90 school year were 
released at a brief meeting of the 
board Sept. 12. This year the 
full-time quivalent of 5,209 pu- 
pils will attend schools in the 
district, six fewer than Bergsma 
forecast and 92 more than the 
Ministry of Education esti- 
mates. 
The district's provincial fund- 
ing, based partly on the minis- 
try's enrolment estimates, will 
therefore be adjusted in Decem- 
ber to reflect the larger num- 
bers, said district secretary- 
treasurer Barry Piersdorff. 
"The enrolment estimates also 
form the basis for determining 
how many teachers will be 
needed. Recruitment, which 
began months ago, was a bit 
dicey this year. 
"It  was tougher this year," 
said Bergsma, who is also in 
cliarge of finding teachers for 
the district. The district needed 
over 60 new teachers this year 
for newly' created positions and 
to replace teachers who retired, 
moved, or took leaves of ab- 
sence. Bcrgsma says he hired 
people from every province in 
Canada except Prince Edward 
Island and Newfoundland. "We 
really covered the waterfront," 
he remarked. 
A few staffing vacancies 
weren't filled until the week 
before schools opened, but 
Bergsma said he was holding out 
for some top-notch instructors 
- -  and he got them. 
The recruiting difficulty this 
year may be the first indication 
of a widely predicted shortage of 
teachers that is expected hit the 
B.C. education system within a 
few years. Bergsma said the 
number of teaching graduates 
ft'om the University of Victoria, 
a fruitful recruiting round in 
the past, was down by a third 
this year. "It's much more com- 
petitive," he said. 




icates. Most candidates who go 
through it are expected to re- 
main in the region and take 
teaching jobs. The first year of 
the program will take 20 appli- 
cants and is already fully sub- 
scribed. 
Terrace's Superintendent of 
Parks and Recreation has been 
asked by city council to prepare 
a permanent washroom facilities 
priority list for consideration 
during the next round of budget 
deliberations. Eventual recip- 
ients of this biffy wish list would 
befacilities such as Christy Park 
and:Ferry Island, In the mean- 
tirnel the city will continue to 
budget:for ental facilities at 
i ~ events, 
Terrace Honda Sales is under new ownership and management. Above, sales manager- 
Jack Beck and manager Dave Peters invite prospective auto buyers to drop in and inspect 
their full line of Honda cars and their complete parts and service departments. Some of the 
services offered include computer wheel alighments and consignment sales. 
Coming Events 
Terrace Women's Resource •Centre is open after its 
summer closure. Hours: Monday to Friday, 12 noon to4 
p.m. We offer support, referral and advocacy services 
for women. All women are encouraged to use our facili- 
ty at 4542 Park Ave., phone 638-0228. 
Hockey Assistance Program -- Any childwho wishes 
to play hockey in-the fall but can't because of financial 
restrictions, please call for further information, John at 
635-2365 or Bruce at 635-9328. 
Hockey Assistance Program -- Needs hockey .equip- 
ment. Regardless of quality, we are looking for donated 
equipment o outfit financially restricted kids, so they 
may have the opportunity to participate in the Minor 
Hockey System in the fall: We would appreciate 
anything from skates to helmets -- all sizes for all 
ages! Can be dropped off or we will pick up. Phone 
John at 635-2365 or Bruce at 635-9328. 
Ladles: Have you ever been physically or mentally 
abused by your husband? Whether it has happened in 
the past or is on-going now, we all need understanding 
and compassion from others who have lived through it. 
I will be starting an "Abused Women's Support Group" 
in mid-September, and anyone interested can call Val 
at 638.0116. 
September 19 to 21 -- Kermode Friendship Centre will 
be hosting a Youth Workshop at the Skeena Health 
Unit Auditorium. Registration will take place at 8:30 
a.m. each day.'rhere is a professional fee and is freeto 
the general public. For more information, phone 
635.4906. Everyone welcome. 
September 19 to 30 -- Terrace and District Arts Council 
presents "Arts Awareness" at the Terrace Public Art 
Gallery (outside •west entrance at the Terrace Public 
Library). Tuesday to Saturday, 12 noon to 3 p.m.; Tues- 
day to Thursday, 7 to 9 p.m.; Sunday, 1 to 4 p.m,; closed 
Monday. Come and meet the people and ideas behind 
the Arts in Terrace. 
Wednesday, September 20 -- Northwest Development 
Education Assoc. annual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Terrace library meeting room. Call 635-2436 for 
more information. Everyone welcome! 
Thursday, September 21 -- A.C.O.AI (Adult Children of 
Alcoholics and Disfunctional Families)meet at 7:30 
p.m. at Knox United Church. 
Friday, September 22 -- Centennial Christian School 
has something to celebrate! After years of planning 
and fund raising, we now have our own building, and 
you are invited to share in our celebration. God willing, 
this building will be dedicated in a special service at 
7:30 p.m. Our special day is open to all who would like 
to celebrate with us. For further information, contact 
Mrs. Florence Euverman at 635.2418. 
Saturday, September 23 -- H.B.O. Mini-Trades Fair at 
the Inn of the West from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Raffles, 
refreshments. A chance to see some of Terrace's home 
based businesses in action. Sponsored by the Terrace 
Peaks Gymnastics Club as a fund-raising activity. 
Monday, September 25 --  Annual general meeting of 
Terrace Art Association at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Public Art Gallery. All members and interestedpersons 
ty College. Everyone 
available. For more 
635.2436. 
. - • • • , . 
welcome. Childcare subsidy 
information, call • Frances at 
are urged to attend. 
Tuesday, September 26 -- Registration for Special 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday. 
Olympic athletes at T.D.C.S,, 1.3215 Eby StreeL Please Saturday, October 21 -- Rummage sale at Knox United 
Church, 4907 Lazelle Ave. from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Adults' 
Thursday, September 28- -  Terrace Minor Hockey will 
hold ageneral meeting at 7.:30 p.m. at the Happy Gang 
Centre. All members of TMH are urged to attend and 
find out the plans for the coming season. 
Thursday, September 28 -- Terrace Public Library 
presents Canadian poet Andrew Wreggitt at 7:30 p.m. 
Andrew has lived in and written about the Northwest 
for several years. Everyone is welcome. Admission is 
free and poetical refreshments will be served. 
Saturday, September 36 -- Assertiveness Training 
Workshop facilitated by Lynn Hughes and Lil Farkvam 
from 9 a.m.to 4 p.m. at NWCC, room 2002. To ister, 
contact Northwest Counciling Center, 4711reLgazelle 
Ave., or phone 638-8311. 
Sunday, October 1 - -  Harvest Dinner at Terraceview 
Lodge at 5 p.m. Everyone welcome. Tickets are 
available at Terraceview Lodge, 4103 N. Sparks, phone 
638-0223. Only 100 tickets are available, • so get your 
early. 
Sunday, October I - -  BABY SHOWER for new and ex- 
pectant mothers, from I to 4 p.m. at the•Inn of the West. 
In order to attend, one must have an invitation. Spon- 
sored by theWelcome Wagon. For more information, 
phone Vi Middleton at 635.5672. 
Tuesday, October 3 --Ladies' Auxiliary to Branch 13, 
Royal Canadian Legion will be holding their Tegular 
monthly meeting at the Legion at 8 p.m. All members 
are urged to attend. New members are welcome. 
Tuesday, October 3 -- The Terrace Breastfeeding Sup- 
port Group will meet at 8 p.m. in the Mills Memorial 
education room. The topic for discussion will be "The 
Care andFeeding of Newborns". Babies are welcome. 
Refreshments are served. For more information, call 
Terry Walker at 635-3287. 
Thursday, October 5 --  NOTICE TO GOLFERS: There 
will be a special general meeting of all certificate 
holders in the Skeena Valley Golf and Country Club at 8 
p.m. at the clubhouse. The purpose of the meeting is to 
discuss a proposal for expansion of the golf course. 
Saturday, October 7 --  Rummage/garage sale at 4737 
Soucie Ave. There will be clothing, books, records, 
tapes, toys, etc. Sponsored by the Terrace Peaks Gym- 
nastics Club as a fund.raising activity. 
Wednesday, October 11 --  Single parent meeting at 
7:30 p.m., 4542 Park Ave. basement. For more Informa- 
tion, phone Debble at 798-2451. 
Monday, October 16-- The Riverboat Days committee 
annual general meeting will  be held at the Terrace 
Legion at 7:30 p.m. Everyone welcome to attend! 
Wednesday, October 18 --  Order of the Royal Purple 
presents their third annuaiFall Fashions at the Elks 
Hail, 2822 Tetrault Street, at 8 p.m, Phone 635-3160 for  
ticket information. 
Thursday, October-19 --  Special Olympics monthly 
meeting for volunteers. Place, T.D.C.S., 1.3215 Eby St. 
at 7:30 p.m. Please use back door. For more informa- 
tion, contact Linda at 635-7863 between 8:30 a.m, and 
use back door, Time, 7 to 8 p.m. For more information, 
contact Linda at 635,7863 between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 
p.m. Monday to Friday, 
Wednesd..y, September 27 -- Northwest Development 
Education Assoc. presents Rlgoberto Coreo, organizer 
of literacy crusade in Nicaragua, at 7:30 p.m., room 
2000 (lower level cafeteria bldg,), Northwest Communi- 635-6483. 
. . . . . . . .  iV  ~ : :  i i " i i 
and children's clothing, furniture, miscellaneous 
items. Light refreshments will be sold. 
Saturday, October 28 --  Charlotte •Diamond's concert 
"Diamonds and Dragons" will be at 1:30 p.m, at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Sponsored by the Terrace French 
Preschool. For further Information, call Judy Aird at 
=.* t  
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" ~~EST :PRICED 
HIGH PERFORMANCE RADIAL 
F'$8995 
EAGLE ST 
RAISED WHITE LETTERS 
Sale Price 
Size Each 
P 175/70R13 $ 89,95 
P185/70R13 95,95 














P255/50R 15 139.95 
P275/60R15 155.95 
ALL-SEASON, ALL- 
TERRAIN RADIAL FOR 
PICK-UPS, VANS, 4X4's 
- 122" 
WRANGLER AT 
OUTLINE• WHITE LETTERS 
Sale Price 
Size Each 
195175R14 C6 $122.96 
216175R15 C6 130.95 
235175R15 C6 141.95 
255175R15 C6 188.96 
225175R16 C6 152,95 
BLACK SERRATED LETTERS 
700R15 08 128,95 
750R16 D8 150,95 
800R16,5 D8 147,95 
8751116,5 D9 159,95 
9501:116,5 D8 168,95 
195175R 14 C6 111,95 
216175R15 C6 118,96 
235/75t:115 C6 128,95 
225/751:116 C6 137,95 
215185R16 D8 139,95 
235185R16 08 147,95 
SIMILAR SAVINGS ON 
OTHER SIZES OF 
WRANGLER AT's 
PREMIUM ALL-SEASON 
HIGH PERFORMANCE RADIAL 
Sale Prices on Selected "$13 9"" 
Goodyear Tires. ~,oc~ GT + 4 
I r  * j ¸" . 
iversary of The Wizard of Oz, and your local Kal Tire 
ing this very spedal video at a spedaUy reduced price. 
,.one or more Goodyear tires and receive a voucher for 
this beloved assic. A $29.99 value for only $19.99.* 
~articipating Kal Tire retailer for more details. 
Sale prices in effectuntil September 30. 
"Plus applicable provincial sales tax, postage and handling. 
. • • . 
OUTLINE WHITE LETTERS 
(HR SPEED RATED) 
P195170HR14 137,95 
P205170HR 14 141,95 
P195160HR 14 137,95 
P225160HR 14 144.95 
P235160HR 14 149,95 
P225170HR 15 157,95 
P215/65HR 15 149,95 
P215160HR 15 143,96 
P245160HR 15 174,95 
P255/60HR 15 186, 95 
* "" SIMILAR SAVINGS 
. . . .  T *~ '* ~:~ :" EAGLE GT+4's 
I 
~l~.Lr, r~O~lo.,:.b_~ I~ ..,"~' reGIs ter  At  Your nEARest KaL T I re  serVIce centre FOR tHE B.c .T .A .  
i=1~/~ u _.so~gl, • -,n 
i¢ l lg  m :~11 u ' l .  t di~lf~l"~ 
• Go'A.. 9evS ~sgu- 
4929 KEITH AVENUE TERRACE B C . 1FqrOO6s~ 'tu" vol;~- Iv• ~ , ~ ; - '  9 9 " " 
PHONE: 635 6170 • ~:o"~ ~* ,o,,,'°" _ . . ,~ ,~a 'W 
fo4r " ..,~m I~v~I I I I P~ -" 
. . . , , *~,=r~-  At Kal Tire you must be completely satisfied - we guarantee it! 
Raincht¢~$ a~ailable on al l  n'rt$ at #our Lucal Sen'ice Cenlrt.. 
Kal Tire's own Road Hazard Warranty is honored at over 70 locations throughout B.C. and Alberta 
DANGEROUS GOODS HANDLING COURSE 
CEDARLAND TIRE SERVICE LTD. 
. . . . . .  ::: ~:~:: ~:: ~:.~::~ ........... :• : :: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  el ~ II~T~:;~:::I~I 
I I [  TF I ]  I II ~f]  1 t f l l l l l l l I T IF l f im I I  i l l  I I I l l 1  I I  I I I I  I I I  1 I i It I j I I I  I I1[11 I 
i ' : ,~••~)~; •,:; ~•~,; ~ • - , ,  , i .  •, / :  " 
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Ter race  "s . . . . . .  . . . .  r 
Everyone knows someone associated with old age. It can 
who has arthritis. It is a corn-  also affect younger people, 
mon, complex, and sometimes 
debilitating disease. 
by Pare Whitaker 
There is much that is not 
known about the condition but 
also much' helpful knowledge 
has been gained. This is due in 
great part to the Arthritis Socie- 
ty, who are presently conducting 
a door-to-door campaign in this 
area.- 
"Response has been especially 
good this year," said Terrace 
Arthritis Society representative 
Edna Jensen. " I t  looks like pro- 
ceeds may top last year's total of 
over $7,000 - -  funds are badly 
needed and really appreciated. 
Anyone wishing information on 
arthritis or to donate or help 
in any way can phone me 
'at 635-4125 or Mrs. Wilcox at 
635-7026." 
Arthritis is inflamation of a 
joint. The condition generally 
falls into two main categories: 
Osteoarthritis may be caused by 
mechanical wear and tear, often 
however, due, it is believed, to 
over use of joints and limbs, an 
injury, or trauma. 
The other category of arthritis 
is Systemec --diseases that af- 
fect the-whole body. Rheuma- 
toid Arthritis falls into this 
category and can be more 
serious than Osteoarthritis. 
These two groups include 
more than one hundred ifferent 
types of arthritis. One OUt of 
seven Canadians are affected by 
the disease, and 60 percent of 
them are women. Seventy-four 
thousand children have arthritis. 
It is recommended that those 
with recurring symptoms such as 
pain, stiffness or swelling in one 
or more joints or knees should 
seek early diagnosis - -  before 
there is damage to a joint. 
The methods of treatment for 
ar thr i t i s  vary widely.  
Physiotherapy has been proven 
beneficial in many cases, 
According to Anne Anson, 
phys io therap is t  at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, the aim for 
Arthritis: a portrait 
Flossie Lambly, an old timer 
in Terrace, has had arthritis 
since she was five years old. It 
first affected her knees during a 
bout with rheumatic fever. 
by Pam Whitaker 
"~e were visiting relatives in 
Masset ,  Queen Char lot te  
Islands," she• said. " I  didn't 
know what was wrong, my knees 
ached so much. There was no 
doctor in the village, just a 
medical student who patched 
people up and delivered babies. 
He wrapped hot towels around 
my knees and that seemed to 
ease the pain. 
" I  didn't have it again till I 
was nine years old. My knees 
went the same way when I had a 
terrific fever. The rheumatic 
fever left me with a heart mur- 
mur. I still have the heart 
murmur , "  expla ined the 
83-year-old woman• 
Mrs. Lambly suffered from 
infrequent spells of arthritis for 
seveai years, the next being, when 
she was expecting her first •child. 
Ten years later the arthritic 
flareups had become more fre- 
quent and affected her knees •,
~ists and elbows. She began to 
take aspirin for it and eventually 
suffed:d stomach problems ag- 
gra~,ated by taking a lot of .pain 
kill6rs. 
i My mother had arthritis," 
sai~iiFlo~ie Lambly. "She was 
hal'f 'Russian and half Haida. A 
lot of the Haida people had the 
disease, 
"In 1979 one leg went on the 
burn, It was so badly swollen I 
had to have physiotherapy every 
morning,'.! ,she said. " I was too 
heavy~ Fo i went on a medically 
a~pptov~d diet  and lost 80 
pout~dsi I ,.have kept it of f  for 
eight yearsl" 
Fl0ssie Lambly is now a resi- 
dent of Ter~aceview Lodge. She 
is enjoying her time there in spite 
o f  her difficulties. "My left 
hand isn't much use," she ex- 
. plair~ed,. ,. , 'and there  . . . i s ,  . little 
strength in my right hand. My 
feet are tender, but my hips are 
pretty good•" 
With the benefit of physio- 
therapy, painkillers, and "little 
white pills", she is able to do a 
certain amount for herself and is 
not confined to a wheelchair, 
although she uses one some of 
the time. She has a long-handled 
shoe horn and a useful "picker- 
upper" tool. 
"My arthritis comes and 
goes," she explained, "and does 
seem to be more painful in cold 
damp weather." 
controlled exercise is to" ease 
pain, L strengthen muscles, and .• 
increase range of motion. She 
said that Mills Mem()rial 
Hospital is an affiliate of theAr- 
• thritis Society'. Specialists from 
larger centers come in every 
three: months and occupational 
therapists every, six months. An 
occupational therapist might 
design special paraphanalia to. 
suit the need of a particular per- 
son, for instance, a special in- 
sole. " 
,'Service here is Surprisingly 
good for a relatively small com- 
munity," Anson said. " I f  an 
operation isrequired in Van- 
couver, a patient can undergo 
rehabilitation here, which is very 
cost-efficient•" 
Private aids and adaptations 
to allow persons to work op- 
timally are a help to many ar- 
thritis patients. These include 
aids such as walking canes, long- 
handled reachers, shoe horns, 
raised toilet seats or elastic shoe 
laces. 
Since arthritis, at the present 
time, cannot be cured, it must be 
managed. Consequently patient 
education is of primary im- 
portance. On Monday, Sept. 18, 
Beryl Petty and Mary Brown 
from the Arthritis Society ~ in 
Vancouver conducted •a work- 
shop at the Skeena Health Unit 
in Terrace. The objective was to 
help local arthritis sufferers and 
sympathizers to form a self help 
group - - to  help people adjust o 
coping with daily life. 
First-cl ass physio 
The Rehabilitation Medicine 
Department at Mills Memorial 
Hospital has been given the 
highest seal of approval 
available by the Canadian 
Physiotherapy Association. 
Hospital administration re- 
cently announced that the de- 
partment was awarded a three- 
year accreditation by the re:u- 
lating body. 
"This accreditation is even 
more noteworthy in the light of 
the fact that the physiotherapy 
departments of most community 
hospitals in B.C. do not receive 
such an  accreditation status," 
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!'i CATCH THE ACTION 
Visit the Northern Motor ,Inn, for 
nightly entertainment. Come to 
where the ACTION is. 
3086 Hwy. 16 East 
635.6375 
Christ Lutheran Church 
flunday khool  - -  11:30 o.m. 
Worship Service - -  ! 1:30 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh.DayAdventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh -- 615-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday 11:00 o.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Gr i f f i ths 635.3232 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 o.m. 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 o.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
Pastors: 
W.E. Glasspell . . . .  
Gordon Froese 
Preyer Meeting: 
Wed~ 7:00 p.m. :' 
635-5115 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Minister. 
• 10:30 a.m. July 0 & 23 Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: August 13 & 27 Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lozelle Ave. 635~014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eedy Sc~lce: 
8:30 a.m. 
Associate Paston - .  
Sunday School: 
10:00 a~m.- 
Morning Service: 11:15 a.m. 





6:00 p.m. ' I 
p•m.. Evening Service: s:3~35.2434 I 
~ The Alliance Church 
• I~m|ly Bible School: Pastor: I~ick Wlebe 
• 9:45 o.m'. Ass't Pa~tor:Oou9 los Ginn 
Wor~tllp Service: 11:00 a.m. Fellowsblp'iSflrvlce 6:30 p.m. 
' ' ' All are cordially invited! 
• Youth Ministries * Home Bible Studies * Visitation 
1"492.3 Agar  Avenue ~ ~ I - 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: ' : ' 
qr:~O a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
IP.00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. SalvQti0n Meeting, 
For FUrther Informetl0n call 635 6480 
46~3 Wolsh Avenue ' .  - ,, ." 
t i , . 
Christian Reformed .Church 
Sunday Services.' PassiOn 
11 a.m. & S p.m. Peter Sluya --, 636-2621 
Coffee Break, I.adlU' Bible Study 




Priest in Charge: 10:00 a.rn. 
Sunday School classes are held during the 9a.m. service. Child Ven. J.A. MacKenzie 
care is avallab e dur ng the g a.m. service. 
4506 Lakel~ S, venue 635-901q 
I 
St, Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Ft. Allan F. Noonon 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. &~q 9_ql 3 
"4830 Straume Avenue •- - - J ' - - -  
635-6173 < 
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It was a bright and sunny 
day when family and friends of 
Barb Goertzen and Rob Essay 
gathered at the Alliance Church 
on August 12, •1989 to witness 
these young people beingjoin- 
ed in marriage. 
The processional started with 
the lighting of the candles by. : 
Terri and Dustin Goertzen. 
They were followed by ring 
bearer Cory Coertzen and 
fl0wergirl Amanda-Goertzen. 
Terri and Amanda looked very 
sweet in their white satin 
Cinderella dresses with pink 
satin flowers. Amanda carried 
a white basket with pink carna- 
-tions. Dtistin and Cory were 
very handsomely dressed in 
grey tuxedos with pink acces- 
sories. Bridesmaids Christine 
.Sharpies and Donna Baker and 
Matron of Honor Candice 
Carey wore beautiful pink satin 
dresses and each carried a bou- 
quet of white carnations. 
The bride looked very beauti- 
ful  sparkling and happy as she 
made her entrance into the 
church on the arm of her 
father, Ben Goertzen. The 
pianist, Audrey Faber, played - 
anarioso, whil~ the Bride and 
her father walked down the 
aisle. 
The bride's dress was a 
gorgeous white satin, with 
delicate lace and appliques. The 
dress had a deep "V" back 
with a large bow at the waist, 
and a beautifully scalloped 
train. The same exquisite appli- 
ques adorned the headpiece. 
The bride carried a lovely bou- 
quet of pink elegance carna- 
tions with babies breath mixed 
. . . . .  . . , : -  - .  : *  ? : " ,  , : - . , :~  - ,  . . . . .  : , .  . . . . . .  , -  . 
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Awaiting her arrival was the 
Groom, very handsomely dress- 
ed in a grey tuxedo, with* pink 
tie and cummerbund. ~ The 
groorn!s attendants were Best 
Man Dave Kawinsky, and 
Grooms Men lan Black and 
Kelly Derksen. All were dressed 
in grey tuxedos with pink ac- 
cessories. 
Pastor Douglas Ginn per- 
formed the ceremony. •After the 
exchange of the Vows and the  
Rings, the Bride sang the very 
touching• song "You Mean 
More to Me. to the Groom, 
accompanied on the piano by 
Audrey Faber. The couple then 
lit the Unity candle. After the 
Prayer of Dedication was the 
signing of the Register. while 
the pianist played "There is 
LOve". It was, a beautiful 
ceremony. 
Afterwards a reception was 
held at the curling rink with 
120 guests attending. M.C. for 
the evening was Ed Willms. 
Grandfather, Frank Dueck, 
gave the toast to the bride, 
Dave Kawinsky gave the toast 
to the bridesmaids. All sat 
down to a deliciously catered 
dinner. The festivities were 
followedby a dance with 
Northern Pride providing the 
music. The happy couple spent 
the night at the Desiderata Inn, 
and flew the next day to 
southern California on their 
honeyrnoon. 
The Essa~ys reside in Terrace. 
• On August 26, 1989,:a ~arm 
sunny day, Tricia Wilson and 
Richard Tremblay, both born 
in Terrace, were united in mar- 
riage. 
The ceremony was performed 
at the picturesque Benoit Falls 
by the Bride's aunt, Marriage 
Commissioner Joy Fleming of 
Lytton, B.C. 
Attending the Groom were 
Best Men Gerry Tremblay of 
Prince George and Gary ' ;  
Gaiuskaof Terrace. The 
Groom. and the Best Men were 
Very handsomely dressedi n 
grey tuxedos with rich cerise- 
colored ties and cummerbunds. 
Maid of Honer Tracey Bailey 
arid Bridesmaid Cathy Galuska 
wore beautiful pink satin 
dresses, with white lace bodice 
and long sleeves. Each carried 
a basket with white and pink 
carnations. The Bride was 
given away by bothher 
parents, Christina nd David 
Sivyer. The Bride looked ...... 
gorgeous in her dress of white 
satin and beautifu[ lace and a 
long scalloped train. She car: 
ried a lovely bouquet of white 
carnations and pink roses. 
After the formalities of the 
nuptuals, the wedding party 
departed for Heritage Park for 
the signing of the register and 
picture-taking. A reception was 
held attheElks Hall with 60 
guests attending. M.C. for the 
evening was Shelly Eugene. 
Dick Green, Tricia's grand- 
father, gave the.toast to the 
Bride, Ray Tremblay gave the 
toast to the Groom. Both the 
Best Men toasted the happy 
couple and the Bridesmaids. 
Everybody sat down to a 
delicious morgasbord dinner 
prepared by the Bride's 
mother, Chris Sivyer. A dance 
followed, •with Northern Pride 
providing the music. 
The happy couple spent heir 
honeymoon touringB:C. The 
Tremblay's reside in Terrace. 
Out of town guests were 
Herb Chandler, Porcher Island; 
Diane Chandler and her two 
children from Prince Rupert; 
Kim Dagley, White Rock; Joy 
and Sherry Fleming, Lytton; 
and Lucile Green, Calgary, 
Alberta. 
Chris Sivyer sends a heartfelt 
"thank you" out to her parents 
Dick and M .arjorie Green, Ja- 
queline Miller, Lucile Green, 
and the Hotsprings crew Anita, 
. , i , 
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Tricla Wilson and Richard Tremblay: married at Benoit 
Falls August 26. 
Shelly, Jacki, Maxine and 
Helen for all your help prepar- 
ing the food for the wedding. 
I took a trip to K'san in 
Hazelton the other day. The 
Kitwanga quilters are having an 
exhibition there of quilts, 
quilted bags, clothing, wall 
hangings and more quilts. The 
room is very tastefully 
decorated with all the colorful 
quilts and other quilted articles. 
They brought in some antique 
beds and doll beds to enhance 
the show. If you are out that 
way, it is worth having a look: 




~ .  be yours 
' F ine Dining 
• I ~ p  In qulet surroundlng ! 
5 p.m. -- 10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
I EST  e3e.814  
, G IM 'S  , 
, RESTAURANT 
Chinese & Canadian Food "" 
(~~~k, OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Man - Wed i l : JO  a.m. - -  lO:OO p.m.  
Thursday !1:30 a.m. - -  lhO0 p.m..-~ 
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  I;00 a.m. ~ 
Sunday 12:00 a.m. I0:00 
4643 Park A venue P'm'635-6i. l l 
Copper 
Grill . , , .0 
Terrace Hotel 635-6630 
For you¢ d in ing  p leasure  we have  
expanded our  Copper  Gr i l l  Restaurant  
hours. 
7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
i 
Polly's Care 
Chinese & Western Cuisine 
Mon,--Thurs. 10:30 a.m, -- midnight 
Fd. & Sat. 10:30 Lm. -- I &m. 
$onday 12:00 a.m. -- 10 p.m. 
• 4913 Keith Avenue, 
638.1848 or 638.8034 
Specializing in Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
4606 Grelg Ave., for Take.0ut 
• , • , f "  
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Alie:Toop-- 
TheKermodei Art Centre in 
Hazelton isdisplaying drawings 
and paintings by high school 
kids from around School 
District .88. This particular 
show has been in Japan over 
the past year and is now back 
here, accompanied by art work 
frOm: Japanese students. The  
shoWY runs in Hazelton until the 
endOf September. The  show 
may: come to Terrace, but from 
what4 understand, it is a bit 
doubtful since there• is-a dead- 
linel for all this s tu f f togo  back 
to ~apa~,, Maybe the Terrace 
schools should take field trips 
to Hazelton to see this show. 
Dot Foy from North 
Carolina has been vacationing 
in •the-Northwest for the last 
four months. But all good 
ihings have to come to an end, 
and so did her• holiday. Dot left 
recently to go home via Van- 
Couver and San Francisco. 
While in theNorthwest, she 
visited Usk, Prince Rupert, 
Kitimat, Hazelton, Dease Lake, 
Stewart, Hyder and Telegraph 
Creek. She also took a couple 
of trips to the Queen Charlotte 
Islands, flew in float planes, 
hiked tothe top of Thornhill 
mountain and went on a river- 
boat through Kitselas Canyon.. 
Dot says "so long" to all her 
• +friends and hopes to see you all 
again sometime. 
cont inued 
" I f  you have not been to 
Heritage Park this year, there 
is still time. The park isopen 
on Saturday and Sunday after- 
noons from 1~ to 5 p.m. all 
through September. To arrange 
for special group tours, please 
phone Mrs. Mamie Kerby at 
635-2508. Treat yourself, and 
come see the park! 
Thisappeared inan Ottawa 
newspaper onMay 15, 1922. 
-When is a woman mature?  
Senator David's resolution to 
restrict he women's franchise 
was defeated in the senate by 
33 to  19. Senator David pro- 
posed that unmarried women 
must be at least 30 years o f  age 
before being entitled to vote. 
Girls between 20 and 3Owere 
not mature in judgement, he ~ ~ 
declared.ElectOral lists unde r~ 
the present law were loaded 
with an unintelligent vote. 
Thousands of girls had voted 
last election without knowledge 
of either of the party leizders or 
their platforms. The resolution 
went down in a no.n party vote. 
Interesting, isn't it?! 
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21June 20 
CANCER 
June 21-$uly 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
"¥1RGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23.Oct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGll'TARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan, 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
x 
This is it for this week. I will 
see you all again next Wednes- 
day, same time, same place. 
635-2723 is the number to 
phone for any Bits 'n Pieces.• 
A change in direction seems likely where partner- 
ship matters are concerned. Clear up matters in- 
volving a new alliance. 
Occupatioual hazards may create abit of tension 
at the work place. Be careful of what you say, 
andwhere. 
Your emotional nature is stimulated. A commit- 
ment made at this time may look entirely different 
a few days hence. 
Feeling secure in a warm atmosphere surrounded 
by family and friends--who could ask for any- 
thing more? 
You may realize that you possess a fine aptitude 
for writing--or spinning tales of mystery and 
intrigue. 
Mental pursuits can bring home the bacon. Aim 
for opportunity to come. Put your ideas into 
revenue producers. 
Current plans are best accomplished by keeping 
your mind focused, and proceeding with confi- 
dence in self. 
Silence is your most formidable weapon against 
the gossip monger. Avoid the trouble-maker in 
your midst. 
Keep your mind open and recognize a golden op- 
portunity when it comes your way. tlopes and 
wishes become reality, 
Your achievements are recognized and sincere 
compliments come your way. Cast off the naggtng 
doubt you'recarrying. 
There is a wise personage waiting in the back- 
ground to give you the guidance and understand- 
ing you need. Just ask. 
Your attention turns to working On ways and 
meansto acquire an object of beauty and lasting 
value. 
/ .  
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This Saturday, Sept. 23, the 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics Club 
is hosting the first annual 
H.B.O. (Home • Business 
organization) Mini-Trades Fair. 
Theevent will take place I0 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. at the Inn of the West. 
by Kaeieen Brace 
Thefair is the brainchild of 
Bobble Phillips, manager of the 
local Chamber of Commerce as 
well as a board member of the 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
Society. The. Chamber-of Com- 
merce has co-spons0red several 
workshops on home business 
• development with the Ministry 
of Regional Development. 
Phillips said she realized th~at 
with no storefronts and limited 




Contflbuted by  
Carol Harrison 
Two Kitimat registered nurses 
have recently been awarded a 
bursary to help `• them continue 
their studies toward their 
Bachelor's degrees in nursing. 
The $400 Nora Langley 
Memorial Bursary is presented 
each year by the Terrace chapter 
of the RNABC (Registered 
Nurses Association of B.C.) to 
one or more nurses in the North- 
west who are enrolled in 
nursing-related courses of any 
length. 
The bursary was started by the 
family and friends of Nora 
Langley, who was a bright, 
energetic, 29-year-old senior 
• nurse at the Skeena Health Unit 
in Terrace at the time of her 
tragic death in January 1977, 
following a car accident. The 
bursary ieemed a fitting 
memorial to Nora, who was very 
interested in continuing educa- 
tion for nurses. 
This year's recipients are Gay 
Cuglietta and Sally Rigoni, both 
of whom are University of Vic- 
toria students through distance 
education. 
Correction 
In the text under a picture run 
or/page 6 of the Sept. 13 Terrace 
Review, we erroneously stated 
that the recipient of proceeds 
from the Inn of the West's 
charity golf tournament was the 
Terrace Chiid Development 
Centre. 
The actual beneficiary was the 
Dr. R.E.M. Lee Hospital Foun- 
dation, for whom Sandy Sand- 
over-Sly is the treasurer. Our 
apologies for any confusion the 
mistake may have caused. 
AMWAY 
.QUALITY 
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• businesses lack public • exposure. 
The idea for the H.B.O. :Mini- 
Trades Fair grew when the Ter- 
race Peaks Gymnastics Club was 
trying:to come up with an inven- 
tive and unique idea for a fund- 
raiser. Phillipsl also believes that 
the fair will provide local home 
businesses with a valuable op- 
portunity to show themselves to 
the community. 
Approximately 15 home busi- 
nesses from the Terrace area will 
be participatingin the fair. They 
cover a broad range, including: 
- j 
" . ' . :  
:-based businesses 
Draping by Erika Naves; while community project, tunity for consumers (o rook at 
Shirley's Arts & Crafts by With Christmas just three local home businesses as'Yah / 
Shirley Daugherty; Tree of Life months away, the H.B.O. Mini- alternative to crowded stores for 
Books by Valerie Burgess; Pat's Trades Fair is a unique oppor- holiday shopping. 
Knots by Pat Col0ngard; North- 
ern Accents by Lavina Tyler; ye 
=,d Avon by ,oo  Emplo  e shareseminarp lanned 
representative Lisa McNiece. 
The fair will include a raffle 
of prizes donated by several of The B.C. government's Minis- which the investment, transfer 
the businesses participating in try of  Region~ Development of shares and use of funds will 
the event. There will be com- announced a program earlier operate. 
plimentary coffee and dough- this year to help employers and 
nuts. Admission prices are $2.00 employees hare their stake in The  ministry is convening 
for adults, $1.00 for seniors and business, meetings throughout B.C. to ex- - 
BabY Basics &. Accessories by children, with flee admission for 
Alma Joachim; Ken's Trains & children under age six. All pro- 
Hobbies by Ken " Kolterman; ceeds will be going to the Peaks 
Kermodeo Boer & Wine Supplies Gymnastics building fund. The 
by Roe Kitgour; Cotton River public is urged to come out and 
ClothingbYLoriMerrill;Colour show support for this worth- 
Called the Employee Invest- 
ment Act, it's designed tO en- 
courage direct investment by 
employees in the businesses for 
whom they work. The legisla- 
tion + sets up the terms under 
plain the system and the oppor- 
tunities it presents. The North- 
west seminar will be held Oct.=19 
at the Prince Rupert Hotel. Fur, 
ther information is available by 
calling 1-800-972-2255. 
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AIRCRAFT L BUSINESS PERSONALS 
CANSTAR AV~TION LTD. has Bo~y?. Mind? Spirit? Who are 
WestemOanada:slargestselan- you really? Call Dlanetlaz Hctgne, 
lion ollXe-owned alroralt. Call 1-800-FOR-TRUTH, 1-800-367- 
TOLL-FREE 1-800-663-8087 8768. • 
~ bmts, B.C.); (604)765-9111, UY, SELL, TRADE OR 
LEASE... WE GET RESULTS. 
AUTOMOTIVE 
No money down O.A.C. Lease/ 
buy any new/used car or truck. 
Deal direct with Factory Broker. 
Call collect NOW, (504)290- 
3659. D.6599. 
Active Auto Brokers, disix~al' 
agent for Active Bailiff Servlcsa. 
Repossessions, estate, legals, ~ 
oars, trucks, motorhomee, boats. 
Call Mr. Pdce (only), (504)434- 
1819. D5476. 
LEASE OR BUY - Shod-term 
base returns. 1989 Dodge Care- 
van, 7-passenger; 1989A.emstsr 
XLT; 1989 Topaz, loaded; 1968 
BroncoXLT. Calioolk~, 1-(604)- 
986.4291, DicWHarold, 8:30a.m.- 
8:30p.m. 0L6533. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT business, even spare 
time• No money or experience. 
Since 1946. Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, c/o Cdn. 
Small Business Inst. Dept Wl, 
1140 Beliamy Rd. N•#1, Scad~x- 
ough, Ontario M1H 1H4. 
AREA DISTRIBUTOR needed to 
service national accounts for 
scratch and win tickets. Unimited 
earning i~otentlal $100,000 plus. 
NO selling required. Pad and lull- 
time business investment from 
$12,970. Call for brochure (24 
hrs.) Telephone: (519)432-2302, 
ext, 106. Fax (519)659-1341. 
Finm~ng available. 
NEED • EXTRA INCOME? Sell 
designer fashions through home 
parties. An excellent business 
and in¢enllve q~untty ,  Call or 
write to: Tina Rorda Inc., 1200 




' oppodunity to own sell-contained 
mobge butcher shop on GMC 
truck; walk-in cooler, handsaw, 
grinder, hot water system, etc. 
(604)922-8207, (604)243-2277 
alter 6:30 p.m. 
Sled a meg-order home bualnsss. 
Easy, profitable. Sell Iniormstlen 
by mall, Books, nswalelters, 
courses. We drop-ship. Details: 
Garant, Box 2805WK, Thunder 
Bay, Ontario, P7B 5G3 
Repair your credit ratingl plus fill 
your bank account with cash. For 
free details, write Tu Kan Ent., 
Suite 224, 20465 Douglas Cres- 
cent, Langley, B.C., V3A 4136. 
Restaurant In pdme high trallio 
iocallon with .p0esllob riving acoo- 
meda~ons. Metrotown, Bumaby. 
Licensed premises. 72 seats, 
patio, paddng. ,Sales approx. 
$600,000~ear. Aaldng $139,000. 
Phone Gord Sldllen, (604)589- 
6848. 
Divorce? No consent of spouue 
or coud appearanca. Just 5-15 
week.. $69.9~ plus costs; .free 
liters|are. Same system since 
1970. As heard on CKNW. DI- 
vomervica, #201-1252 Burrard, 
Vancouver. (604)687-2900. 
Frsnchises available. 
MASTER 1988 TAX REFORMI 
In-depth correspondence course 
on personal Income tsx, $225 fee 
covers all costs and latex (lecluct- 
ible. Phone ~dlect: Personal Tax 
Sen/ices, (403)482-6614..Reg.** 
tared B.C. Pdvate Training msu- 
tule. 
FREE: 1989 guide to study-at- 
home correspondence Diploma 
courses for prestigious careers: 
Accounting, Airoonditioning, 
Bookkeeping, Buslness, Come- 
tology, Elsotronica, Legal/Medi- 
cal Secretary, Psychology, 
Travel. Granton (1A), #2002- 
1055 W. Georgia SI., Vancouver, 
1.800-950-1972. • 
How to play popular piano or or- 
gan• New home study course. 
Fast, easy method. Guaranteedl 
FREE inlormation. Write: Studio 
12, 3284 Boucherle Rd., 
Kelowna, B.C., VlZ 2H2. 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
Bucyrus ddll-d9 Model 29T tan- 
dam mounted o'w sen/Welder and 
related equipment. Ready to 
work. $7500. Located at Bdan 
and Lon's, Junction Hwy971 
Hwy24, (604)395-•3423 or 
(604)939-2813. • 
~my axe, good rubber, 9god 
running condition, $3500. 71- 
speed Star cable-tsol drill, all 
tools, 6' & 8 on 1700 Load-star, 
$15,000 O.B.O. (604)791-5414. 
SKIDDER, 1988 JD640D, 5-cyl- 
inder turbo, 23.1)(26 10-ply tires, 
winch, 1272 hrs., new condition, 
$80,000. Phone Brandon, Mani- 
toba, (204)725-2627 days. 
FOR 8ALE MISC.. 
back?. Still 
s? "Beulah 
$1 from: Beulah Land, Box 1086, 
Porlage La Pralde, Manitoba, 
R1N 3C5. 
GUN BARGAINS: ~ave up to 
40% by subsc:dbing to "The Gun- 
runner." The Canadian monthly 
newspaper listing hundreds of 
new, used, modern and antique 
firearms for sale or trade. Sub- 
scription $20tyearto: Guru'unner, 
Box 665T, Lethbddge, Alts., TIJ 
8Z4. Sample copy $135. 
Nintendo Action Set, excellent 
condition, Includes Super Mado/ 
Duckhunt gameplus gun, $160 
plus shipping. Additlonal games 
available. (604)667-3652 (mes- 
sage). #125-1281 Howe St., 
Vancouver, V5V 6V5. 
BOOKS, BOOKS, BOOKSl 
Hundreds of titles on all subjects. 
Ha~cover, paperback, and chil- 
drens. Up to 65% off original 
published price. FREE CATA- 
LOGUE. Book Publlshers Clear- 
ance Company, 77 Miliiksn Blvd., 
Unit 12-M, Scad:,xough, Ontado, 
MIV2R4. 
GARDENING 
DISCOVER THE ULTIMATE 
-GARDENER'S STORE! Green- 
houses, hydroponics, lighting. 
Over 2000 productsplus garden- 
Ing books. Call toll-free 1-800- 
663-5619 for free catalogue. 
WESTERN WATER FARMS, #3- 
20120-64th Ave., Langley, B.C., 
V3A4P7. 
HEALTH 
VITAMIN DISCOUNTS STORES 
in Vancouver welcome mail or- 
ders. Write to BEA Per Capita, 
260 S.W. Madne Drive, Vancou- 





invites applications for this exclt- 
• ing new hotel situated at the base 
FOR SALE MISC. of Blaci¢omb Mountain - open- 
Lighting fixtures. Western Can- lag in November:. Food Store- man; Receiver/Storekeeper; 
ada'a largest display. Wholesale Food and Beverage SeMce Staff: 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- all kitchen personnel; cledcal 
able, Nod0um Lighting Centre, positions. DON'T MISS THIS 
4600 East Hastings Street, Bum- ONCE.IN-A-LIFETIME OPPOR- 
aby, B.C. VSC 2K6. Phone TUNITYI Futl-tlmeemployment 
(604)299-0666. available. Previous experience 
GOVERNMENT cAsH preferrsd ix~ not esmntleL 
GRANTS NOW AVAILABLEII modatlon available. Excellem 
1989 Edition listing Ixovindal/led. 
eral grants Ior businesses, farm- 
ere, students, adlats, seniors. 
$24.95 cheque, credit card, 
C.O.D. Oakdale Publishing, 
#200, 4505-101 St., Edmonton, 
TSESCS. (403)434-4444. 
"ORDER BY MAIL" - Lovers' 
Toys, Sexy Novelties. - $4 colour 
catalogue. Love Nest, 161 East 
1st Street, Nodh Vancouver, 
B.C,, VTL 1B2. (604)987-1176. 
See Ihis ed every other week. 
training. Candidaes dx)uld apply 
In writing with copies of 2 refer- 
ence letters (If available)to: 
Human Resources Department, 
Chateau Whistler Resorts, Box 
100, Whistler, B.C., V0N 1B0. 
Salt Spdng: Halrdressers needed 
for new Beauty Salon, pad-time/ 
full-time, 60% commission plusl 
Phone Don at (604)537-9817 or 
wde Box 504, Ganges, B.C., V0S 
IE0 
• HELP WANTED 
Oversese~ Hundreds of 
topp~ylng Pos,k,,.. A I =x:._pa- 
tions. ~trective benslM. I-tee 
detags. Overseas Employment 
Sen/leas, Dept. CA, Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Ouebe©, H3P ~C7 
timel Trainingl Traditionsl 
Flawleiohproductsl New Golden 
Pdde'Formulas for Health: Call 
Mr. Tobh (514)342-4212. W~e: 
W.T. Rawlelgh Co. Ud., 348 Is- 
abey Street, La~efit, Quebec, 
H4T lWl. 
Vancouver bland newspaper 
group has an Immediate opening 
for an experienced and energetle 
editor, good salary and benefits 
package. Excellant opportunities 
for advancement with Vancouver 
Island's leading publishing com- 
pany./~piyinw~b0io: Man~rsd 
Tempelmayr, Island PublLsbers 
Ud., 2742 James Slreel, Duncan, 
B.C., V9L 2X9. 
Ford New Holland Dealer in 
B.C.'s Okenagan Valley requires 
an expodenced farm machinery 
mechanlc. F.xpedenca with die- 
sel tractors, haying and forage 
equipment an asset. Expedence 
with sprayers ana consumer 
ixoduotsadvantageous. /~oply In 
wdting with resume, Bleasdale 
Ford Tractor Sales Ltd., 555 
Okanagan Ave. East, Penticton, 
B.C., V2A 3K4. 
Resident Carstaker/Manager, 
Castleoar, B.C. The B.C. Hous- 
Ing Management Commission Is 
tendering for this position fortheir 
two family developmenta (42 
units) in Castle?at• Tender docu- 
ments are available from 
B.C.H.M.C., 290 Nanalmo Ave- 
nue West; Pentioton, B.C., V2A 
1N5, or telephone (604)493- 
0301. 
News person required for twice- 
weekly communfly newspaper. 
Job includes general repod]ng, 
photography, and paste-up. Ex. 
cellent eg-round tndning dtuation 
for entry-level sspirant. Creston 
Valley Advance, Box 1279, 
Creston, B.C., VOB 1GO. Phone 
94!;28-2266; Fax (604)428" 
Expedencod roolere needed for 
torch-on and single plys. Perma- 
nent wo(k in Vancouver area. Cal 
Dave, (604)298-6628. 
LIKE TO LIVE IN THE BEAUTI- 
FUL FRASER VALLEY??? and 
workfor a lst-olasswell-estsb- 
fished Ford dealership? WE 
REQUIRE IMMEDIATELY! One 
Licensed *'*HEAVY TRUCK 
MECHANIC*** or Automotive 
Licensed Msehanlo with con- 
zldereble hasvy truck experi- 
ence; one LICENSED AUTO- 
MOTIVE MECHANIO. One 
SERVICE ADVISOR, mlnlmum 
1 year experience, must have 
good people skills. To apply 
write fo: Attn. service Man- 
ager, Cherry Ford Sales Ltd., 
45681 Yale Road West, Chil. 
Ilweck, B.C., V2P 2N1 or call 
(S04)n2-1381. 
tELPWAlflT:D 
Med~ ~ory  Tedmolo~. 
temporary, full-time, 
merely 10 months. Salary and 
benefits as per H.S~. Interested 
applicants please send resume 
to: Chief Technologist, Oreslon 
Valley Hospital, Bag 8000, 
Oreston, B.C., V0B 1G0 by SepL 
25. 
PERSONAL 
CANADA FOR CHRIST CRU- 
SADE - Bble prophesy luk 
flllments indicate nearness d db 
vineludgement. Prepare to meet 
God (Amos 4:12). If we conies 
our alas, he Is faithful and Just to 
forgive usouraina and todeame 
us from all undghtsousnass (1at 
John1:9). 
mET8 & UVESTOCK 
'urabred Rooletered young An- 
gora Goat Does. Producara of 
fine quality Mohair. Also selling 
Chiness Shar.Pelpupe. Reth.tng. 
Must sell. Call Julia, (403)687- 
5694. 
Black Purelxed Arabian Stallions 
at stud. For sale: bred mares; 
foals; 3-year-old black atalllon, 
15.1 h.h.; 5-year-old bay stallion; 
I/2 Polish, 15.1 h.h., broke. 
DRAGON PLACE ARABIANS, 
Box 4397, Ouesnel, B.C., V2J 
3,.14. (604)747-2334. 
REAL ESTATE 
1/2, 1,5, lO+lacre rlvedront and 
view lots on t he Thompson River, 
6 miles West of Karnloops Lake. 
Terms OAC. Call collect, 
(604) s7a-2262. 
Fantastic view from this 1635 
sq.ft., 3-bedroom home on 10 
acres. Open beam dining and 
living room. Central wood heat, 
propane back-up. Double car- 
pod, sundeck, insulated shop. 
Asking $164,600. Phone 
(604) 837.4960, Revelstoke. 
:IECREATIOH 
LEARN SCUBA DIVING and 
vacation in beautiful Victoria. 4-- 
lay courses - everything sup 
)lied - acoomodation arranged - 
Foup discounts. Sefel Simplel 
F.xcitingl Please call collect, 
Ocean Centre, (604)386-7528. 
SERVICES 
Malor ICBC and Injury claims. 
Joel A. Wener, trial lawyer for 21 
tears. Call collect, 736-5500 
nceuver. If no recovery, no 
fee. No Yukon enquidss. 
FREE ELECTRI(~ITY FROM THE 
SUNI Silent, poilullon-free, Ideal 
for remote homes, boats, FLV.'s, 
anywhere electdcfly Is needed. 
Call (604)932-6860- SOFTECH, 
#538 - 1215 Davis St., Vancouver, 
ICBC INJURY CLAIMS? Cal 
Dale Can'-Hards- 20 years a trial 
lawyer with five years medical 
school before law. 0-669-4922 
(Vancouver). Expedenced in 
head injury and other major 
claims. Percentage fees avail- 
. ' : '  i " , ,  - :~ i~, .  ~: i  '~  ; ~ " 
CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 




All classified and classified 
display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, Visa or 
Mastereard. When phoning 
in ads, please have your card 
number and• expiry date 
ready. 
CLASSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20 words per week, plus 20¢ 
for each additional word l~er 
week. All CAPITAL or 
boldface words are $1.00 ex- 
tra per insertion. $2.00 extra 
for box service (plus postage 
charge if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the 
price of three. Savings of 
$4,50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
of automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles only. Non-com- 
mercial use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
• • • , 
Employment Opportunities 
. -  . . .  
Golden Retdever pups. Six weeks 
old Sept. 7. $200 for female; $250 for 
male. Phone 638-8445 after 6 p.m. 
9/27p 
BED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from I to 3 p.m. 
The Cupboard Is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 9127p 
BABY SHOWER -- for new and ex- 
pectant mothers, Sunday, Oct. 1 
• from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Inn of the 
West. In order to attend, one must 
have an invitation. Sponsored by the 
Welcome Wagon. For more info., 
phone Vi Middleton at 635-5672. 
9127p 
Assertiveness Training Workshop 
facilitated by Lynn Hughes and Lil 
Farkvam, Saturday, Sept. 30 from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. at NWCC, room 2002. 
To register, contact Northwest 
Counselling Center, 4711 Lazelle 
Ave. or phone 638-8311. 9127c 
$25,000 per year, part time, your own 
business. For appointment call 
David at 635-4618. tfnc 
Franchise opportunity -- Bonanza 
Family Restaurant. Parties in. 
terested In a 250.seat family-style 
restaurant in Terrace are asked to 
send name along with financial in- 
formation to the Parkwood Group, 
Attn. E. Fereter, 3.31838 South 
Fraser Way, Clearbt0dk, B.C. 
v2T IV3. 9127p 
, . r 
1981 Toyota Terccll, white, hatch- 
back, 2-door, 5.speed, AMIFM, ex- 
cellent condition. Asking $4,500 
OBO. Phone 638-0266. 9120p 
1985 Subsm GL, 4-doorl 5-speed, ex- 
cellent condition. $6,000. Phone 
635-6853. 9/20p 
1 
1982 Honda Accord, excellent condi- 
tion. Asking $4,500. Phone 635-9655. 
9/27p 
Urgently required -- a reliable baby- 
sitter in the Thornhill area. Phone 
635-5757. 9120c 
Wanted -- a person to work with 
elderly and handicapped people in 
their homes. Qualifications: nursing 
background or continuing care 
assistance course. On-call to start, 
with potential of partto full time If 
desired. For further Information, .call 
Betty Stewart, Home Care Support 
Services, 635-5135. 9127c 
MANAGER 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
The 16-37 Business Development Centre Society is seeking a 
Manager for its Business Development Centre (BDC). 
THE POSITION: The Manager will report directly to the Board 
of Directors of the BDC, and will be primarily responsible for 
the overall administrative and functional operations of the 
BDC. Supervision of staff, analysis of Business proposals, 
administration of a loan portfolio, provision of business 
counselling, and monthly financial reports to the Board will 
be Included in the responsibilities. The Manager will also be 
responsible for establishing finarlclal, accounting and infor- 
mation systems for the BDC operation, and promoting and 
marketing the BDC. 
THE PERSON: The person we seek will be highly motivated, 
creative, and able to relate to a diverse client group. Ap- 
plicants should have demonstrated ability in: Financial 
Management Including the planning and preparation of full 
spectrum of financial statements; preparing business pro- 
posals; demonstrated experience in a management and/or 
business counselling and lending role. Excellent communica- 
tions skills and employee supervision experience are also ira- 
portant qualities. 
A Post Secondary degree in Business Administration, Finan- 
clal Management, a related field, or an equivalent mix of 
education and experience, will describe our ideal candidate. 
Skills in using business software, the ability to work with and 
relate to a volunteer Board of Directors; demonstrated time 
management, planning and self-supervision ability as well as 
a knowledge of the 16-37 region would be definite assets. 
The Salary range is $40,000 to $451000 commensurate with ex- 
parlance. 
Further information and a complete job description may be. 
obtained from the undersigned, 
Applications will be accepted by: F.R. Stowell, Planner/Co- 
Ordinator, 16-37 Community Futures Committee, #101- 4650 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S6 until 4:00 p.m. on Fri- 
day, September 22, 1989. 
The Ministry of Health invites applications from 
respons'ible, caring individuals or couples interested in 
providing a Family Care Home resource for long term 
mentally disabled individuals in the TerracelKitimatl 
Smithers region. 
Renumeration is negotiable throughl the Ministry of 
Health for providing care and supervision of the men- 
tally disabled. Applicants are aksed to inquire at Ter- 
race 638.3325, Kitimat 639.9171, Smithers 847-7205. 9/20c 
MINISTRY OF-FORESTS 
FOREST TECHNICIAN 
Location: Ministry of Forests, Terrace, B.C. 
Position: Auxiliary positions are responsible for perfor- 
ming technical duties, In all aspects of forest manage- 
ment: work is performed in the field and in the office. 
Included is enforcement and administration of Ministry 
contracts. 
Qualifications: Technologist school grad in forest 
technology with a minimum of two years related ex- 
perience OR Grade 12 grad with four years of related 
work experience. 
Term of Employment: Minimum three months to a max- 
imum of six months commencing September 15: to 
March 31, 1990~ 
Salary: $1042.26 bi.weekly. Auxiliary benefits as per 
B.C.G.E.U. Collective Agreement. 
Resumes: Complete a Ministry of Forests application 
at 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace Reception area by 
September 22, 1989. ~ 9/20© 
f - - " r r . . . . .  ~ i l  , " 
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~ NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
I ,~ J  INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFF ICER- -  PROGRAMS 
<-'Northwest communlty :College has an ,mmedlaie opening for 
an Administrative Officer I, Programs. This Is a full.time, con- : 
tinulng appointment commencing as soon as possible. The 
salary will be in accordance with the College agreement with 
the B.C.G.E.U; Administrative Officer Iscale. This is a senior 
support staff position, reporting to the Director, Terrace Cam- 
pus, and resonsible for a wide range of functions. 
Duties: Develop; implementand maintain an integrated 
system of clerical support services for program delivery and 
administration, including the selection, training, work 
assignments, supervision and~ performance appraisal of all: 
clerks and secretaries within the Program Divisions at the 
Terrace Campus. Provide direct clerical supportto the Direc- 
tor and Heads at the Terrace Campus in the preparation of 
reports, correspondence and other documents. Perform a 
range of routine administrative functions relative to financial 
record-keeping. 
Education: Diploma in Office Administration or equivalent 
combination of education and experience. 
Skills: Excellent oral and written communications kills;el- 
fectiye human relations and problem-solving skills;. 
demonstrated initiative, leadershi p and potential to progress 
to management functions. 
Experience: A minimum of two years successful experience 
as an executive secretary or administrative assistant, with 
supervisory responsibilities essential. Proficiency in MS DOS 
and/or Macintosh computing systems and standard business 
applications, including word processing, spreadsheets, data 
base management and presentation graphics. 
The closing date for applications is September 29, 1989. Ap- 
plications and resumes should be sent to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Northwest Community College 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C2 
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
MANAGER, COLLEGE 
ANCILLARY SERVICES 
Jynamic, resourceful, with good interper- 
sonal skills and a strong business sense, you may be 
the person we're seeking. We are a growing and thriv- 
ing, yet well establishedcommunity college in Terrace, 
B.C. located in the midst of unlimited outdoor recrea- 
tional opportunities in the scenic Skeena Valley. 
We need the right person to manage our: ... well stall. 
ed, ful l  service cafeteria...-.,. College wide bookstore 
operations . . . . . .  Student residences for up to 200 
students ...... as well as the community use of College 
facilities and services... 
The successful candidate will possess a degr~)e or 
diploma in Hotel Management, a knowledge of fiscal 
and cost accounting systems and a proven ability in ef- 
fective management. 
The Manager Ancillary Services wil l  play a key role on 
our management team. We offer all regular benefits 
and a salary of up to $47,500.00 per annum. 
Please reply in confidence, not later than September 
29, 1989 to: 
Northwest Community College 
Manager, Human Resources 
P.O. Box 726 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4C2 
HEAVYDUTY 
MECHANIC o 
WANTED HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC. 
Position offered is in a small northern 
community with a growing company, 
union shop. Full benefit package, Call 
Mr. David Addison or Mr. Roger De 
Roose at 771-8000. 9120c 
,b  t 
Terra, 
r3r=1.1r-~L 
' 1 '  " .FOR'  RENT -' i I' atSel~lced Pad8 Fo, Re l tWoo landHeights Mobile ~_~~~; :E -~~==:  "= ' - " "~ --'"",mj~ 
NORTHWESTCOMMUNITY COLLEGE OR LEASE. Home Court, 3624 Old Lake lee  . . . .  ~._ Lake Road. $130 per month net .  ==~,¢=~,"J  ="~"  : 
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR I1,000 sq: ft. office I Ph0ne635-5407after6 p.m. : 
3 PROGRAMS CLERK lira Ist0re or shop space. I Province of British Columbia 
No'~hwest Community College has openings for 3 Programs ILots . of .parking. For | 1975 12x68 mobile home with four Ministry of Transportation 
Clerks, Clerk III s. These are ful!-time, continuing appoint- lfurther information ! appliances, new gas furnace;: and Highways ~ 
monte commencing as soonas possible. The salary will:be in IPhone 635-3355. situated on treed 75'x200' lot and HIGHWAY -- TENDERS 
accordance with the Collegeagreement with the B.C.G.E.U. ! nextto golf course. $25,500. Phone Electoral Dlstdct: Skeena ~ 635-4332. 9127p HlghwayDistdct: Skeena:: ..... " 
Clerk Ill scale. Duties: Under the supervision of the Administrative Officer, Roomandb0ard avallable lrt Terrace: 12x68 mobile home, 3 bedrooms, Project or Job Numben C.5689 D . fridge, stove,wash rand dryer In- j Description: Pave 
Programs, to provide clerical support services to program~. .:- $25 a day=Phone 638-8293. -91200 eluded. Asking $1!,500. Phone Shoulder along Clark Streetand 
To establish and maintain filing systems for student records, 2,000 sq.ft., '~3.b~dl'oom hom.e ifor 635-5407. 9120p Paquette Avenue, 
Instructional materials, curriculum documents and other rent, washet::~and, ryer/nc|uoeo. THE TENDERSUM FOR THIS 
related Information. To use word processing equipment and Beautiful view,: five mlnutee from PROJECT IS TO INCLUDE AP- Mu,iC ; associ~ted computer programs in the production oflearning downtown. : $900 ,a month. Deposit PLICABLE FEDERAL AND PRO- 
guides, instructional materials, exams and schedules, and referenoes required. Phone VINCIAL SALESTAX. 
638-0114. 9120p Hammond organ, deluxe model. Tender Opening Date: Septem- 
Education: Secondary School graduation or equivalent cam- $3,000. Phone 635-3575. 9120p bar 29, 1989 
blnation of work, education and experience. Tender Opening Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Skills: Ability to type a minimum of 50 w.p.m.; to type from a Lowrey twin keyboard organ. $1,800 ne . Sacrifice at $500. Phone Tender documents with enve- 
dictaphone at a~ reasonable speed, to operate the photo- 635.6853. 9120p lope, plans, specifications and conditions of tender are avail- 
copying machines and to operate the various computer and GARAGE SALE -- Moving from able free of charge ONLY from 
word processing equipment. The ability tO relatewell with town, Interesting variety. 3308A Ministry of Transportation and 
staff and the student body. Thomas, Saturday, Sept. 23 from Highways, Skeena District, #300 
Experience: A minimum of two years (preferably recent) 8:30 a.m. to12 noon. 9120p 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, 
clerical experience. GIANT GARAGE SALE -- Saturday, Kalum Family Day Gare has open- B.C., V8G 1V4 between the hours 
The closing date for applications is September 29, 1989. Ap- Sept. 30 and Sunday, Oct. 1, 8:30 Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. Monday to a.m. to 3 p.m. both days, 4911 Welsh Ages newborn to 12 years. Full.time, Friday, except Holidays. 
pllcations and resumes should be sent to: Ave. (across from Skeena Jr. See.) part.time or drop-in available. Phone 
Manager, Human Resources Lots of good quality household 638-8429or638-8398. tfnc rice:Phone638-3360.number of originating of- 
Northwest Community College items for use in kitchen, bedroom, Box 726, rec. room etc. That Includes small Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to Telex number of originating of- 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C2 appliances, lamps, dishes, cutlery, make? Understanding all your -al- lice: 638-3316. ternatlves makes you really free to toys, games, house plants and some Tenders will be opened at 
furniture. Find those items you're choose. For a confidential, caring 
looking for at very reasonable friend; call Birthright, 635-3907, Ministry of Transportation and Highways, Skeena District #300 
-4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. pricesl 9127p anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- ING. tfn V8G 1V4. 
O F F I C E N U RSE R EQ U ! R E D ~, , , , ,  Crisis Line andreferral ser- J.R. Newhouse 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a District Highways Manager 
Must be practical or registered nurse ,  week. 9 p.m. to 9a.m. Answering ear- 9/27c 
To work on an  on-call basis. Harley Davidson FXR, 1340cc, in- vice during the day. tfnp 
eludes leather saddlebags and fac- Abortion CounseUing, information Phone 635-7234. ,0,,o tory maintenance manual. $7,000 and referral service. Call 835-3487 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask for anytlme. Confidentialltyassured.tfn 
Mark. tfnp ~)l~Westar~mber 
1986 Suzuki GSXR 1100; 11,000 kms. 
Includes helmet and bike cover. Ask- CALLING FOR TENDERS 
ing $6,000 OBO. Phone 635-4075.1016 Financed through the "Forest 
Northllne fireplace insert. Fits Resource Development Agree- 23"x31" fireplace.S200 OBO. Phone 1983 GS 550E Suzuki; with helmet. 1983 Blazer S.10 Tahoe, V-6, 
638-8092. 9127p Runs great. Asking $2,500 OBO. automatic, 4x4, power windows, air ment" between the Government 
Phone Mike 638-1652. 10127 conditioning, cruise control.S11,200 of Canada and Province of 
OBO. Phone 636-2574 (view at air. British Columbia. 
port lot). Ask for Scott. 9120p Sealed tenders for the following 
stand tending contract will be 
received by, for behalf of Westar 
Timber Ltd., Kispiox Forest Dis- 
Seeking whereabouts of Wilbert trict, Box 215, Hazelton, B.C., 
Senl0r would like full or part time MOUNTAINYlEW M~sko,zme formerly (1969) living at V0J 1Y0 ATTN: Keith Boyesl 
4902 Agar Ave., Terrace. Please con- George Burns. 
work of any kind. Have own vehicle. APARTMENTS tact Gerard Fortin, Box 9853, Ste- Wanted to rent -- Bachelor apart. Contract: JS 1989-01. Treatment: 
Phone 635-2000. 9127p Foy, QC. GIV4N7.1-418-65,~8042. ment for non-smoker. Phone Juvenile Spacing/Brushing. 
Mature person will do housework In: Centrally located, clean, 9120p 635.4631. 9120p Treatment Area: Approximately 
15 hectares. Location: Km 65 on your home In the Thornhill area only. quiet, security intercom, on- Highway 51, In T.F.L #51, North 
Phone635-5416. : 9127p site manager, Spacious one ~ of Kitwanga. 
bedroom units, laundry | |SMOKERS Viewing Date: September 21, 
I I ~ r ~ ~  1989 at 8:30 a.m. Field viewing is facilities and parking. THROW AWAY YOUR CIGARETTES mandatory and contractor must 
638"8398 ttnc provide his own transportation. 
• ~ Viewing will be held at Westar 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to V]S~ ® DIETERS tlons,Timber#10Ltd"NorthNorthweStBoundaryOpera'Road, 
$25. Phone635-7840. tfnp - South Hazelton, B.C., V0J 2R0, 
Fitted Indlsposable 100 percent cot' I ~ phone - 842-5399. Contact Per. 
ton diapers with adjustable velcro FOR LEASE LOSE THAT EXTRA WEIGHT son: Ernest Kragt. 
timefaSteners" Environmentally f r iend ly ,sav i g  and comfortablel Dis- ! S , . r .  , ro , ,  F O R E V E R  Tenders must be submitted on 
the form supplied which, with 
trlbuted locally. Phone 638-1204.  W( I roho lB lO  particulars may be obtained 
• 9120p Light Industrial from Westar Timber Ltd. at the 
Reduced to $1,000. Apple I!e With • PainleSs • Safe • Affordable • Immediate Results • address above.~ 
monitor, and external disk drive. I unit; 1,80esq. ft. "Tomorrows Therapy Today" Deadline for receipt of tenders is 
Phone 635-6853, . . . . . . .  ": 9120p Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 4:30 p.m., September 28, 1989 at 
One Atlas Mark IV belted G70-A on , Smoking $100 Diets  $150 which time all tenders will be 
Chev rim; two Firestone P205~70-14 1 adjoining unit, opened. 9/20c 
steel-belted radials; two deluxe Gulf 1,735 sq. ft. SPECIAL 2 FOR 1 
H78-14 belted on Chev rims. $40 Keith Ave. & Kenney S t. 
each. Phone 635-6853. 9120p 
Norco 12.speed bike, $75; Sprinter 635-7459 TERRACE - -  SEPT .  24  
5.speed, $50. Phone 635-6853. 9120p •a,= 
One 36-Inch Franklin fireplace, small m m m a m ~  
airtight wood stove, various and , ~ I~ ,0 ,  
miscellaneous lengths of chimney, 
rain cap and plenum, between two FOR RENT 
and three cords of mixed birch, "Your Future Health Is Our Present Concern" 
alder, Jackplne and hemlock , 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
firewood, seasoned for four years. , Laundry facilities & balconies CALL TODAY 
Entire package, $200. Call 635-7840 ~ At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
days, 635-3103 evenings; ask for ~ Close to downtown & schools .. 
Mike. tfnp , Rents start at $340.00 
Pentax 6x7 camera, complete , References requ i red .  1 -800 ' .663"8000 1"~00"663"4000 ~J~( 
system: complete air compressor. Woodland Apartments 
sydtem: long work table, CANADA UNITED STATES yOU 
24"xg0"x36" high, extremely well 635-3922 or 635.5224 C~S|F|EDS 
built, Phone 635.3615, 9 !27p  .................................. , .... . . . . .  ; ..... '~ . . . . .  [ . . . . .  i 1 i ii ] ii i 
': {I  ' ' " " ' 
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POLICE R PORT 
. .  . . . 
the crash, and charges are 
pending against he driver. 
A woman and two pass- 
engers were taken to Mills 
Memorial Hospital with in- 
determinate injuriesafter the 
car, she ~was :driving was 
struck from behind 'by a 
pickup • truck mi  the old 
Skeena River bridge on the 
On the weekend of Sept, 
8-10 Terrace RCMP Charged 
seven drivers with impaired 
driving and meted out two 
24-hour license suspensions. 
afternoon of Sept. 9.  Nine motor vehicle accidents 
The- driver-.of,the pickup occurred over theweekend in
the Terrace area. 
A larg~ nunib'er "of local 
drivers' have been receiving 
• Unpleasant reminders that 
• .school is back: in session. 
• Terrace RCMP are closely 
enforcing school zone speed 
limits: and reP0rL "num- 
erous'.' tickets issued: 
- This year. in addition to 
penalty points the ini~faction 
also carry a $75 fine. 
• Cpl. Moritz of the Terrace 
. - " .  . . 
" ,  wigittman and Smith andthe Elite Insurance Company •have co-sponsoredan!ndefinite, no 
• cost insurance policy to cover the Fire Safety House and its contents. . !nsurance agent. 
Doug McLe0d (above) presented the policy to project coordinator Ray:Tremblay last Week 
andhe saysthe  $38,000 policy will protect he time and effofl of both donors and volunteers 
ao~_!nst loss. '. 
truck Said the brakes on his 
vehicle fa i led .  He  was 
charged by Terrace RCMP 
with driving a. vehicle with in- 
adequate brakes and  failing I
to•stop fo r  a red ligllt. " ' 
A r.esident ,of Courtenay 
v~s taken toMi!ls Memorial 
Hospital on the: morning \of 
Sept. 10. as th¢.result o f"a  
single vehicle accident . i n the• 
5000 block Medeek-Ave. The 
man lost Controlof his vehi-. 
cle and it rolled. 
Teriace RCMP say ex- 
cessive speed and alcohol 
were contributing causes in  
detachment says the enforce-• " 
ment' campaign Will con- 
tinue: 
• School District 88 has called a 
C LASS IF IE ]2)  s o.oo, district calls:by-election 
The board of trustees for ing Of the school year Sept. 12. : ty as~reasons for resigning. 
Only four trustees howed up at Deadline for nominations has • 
by-election for Oct. 28 to fill the 
seat left vacant by the resigna- 
tion of Hazelton trustee Katie 
Ludwig. 
Ludwig's letter of resignation, 
dated June 28 and effective 
Aug. 30, was submitted to the 
board at their first regular meet- 
) 
documents may be obtained after September 12, 1989 from 
British Columbia Buildings Corporation, 4825 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7. 
Sealed Tenders will be received at the above address until 
3:00 PM October 4, 1989 and will be opened in public at that 
time. 
Tender Documents may be reviewed at Prince Rupert Con- 
struction Association, 801 Fraser Street, Prince Rupert, B.C.. 
V8J 1R1; Terrace-Kitimat Construction Association, 4416 
Legion Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N6; Bulkley Valley Lakes 
District Construction Association, Box 2258, Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2N0. 
c , - , ,  i=,,,.$kar ;n f~rm~t inn  P_=ll R~rrv Rnnk in TRrrace at 638-3221. 
* ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~  LAND FOR SALE 
~r AGRICULTURAL PROPERTIES -- NEAR TERRACE 
The Ministry of Crown Lands, Skeena Region, is pleased to an- 
nounce the sale of three (3) Intenslve agricultural parcels Inthe 
Chimdemash Loop area, northeast of Terrace, B.C. 
Two of these parcels front along the Skeena River and all contain 
merchantible volumes of timber. 
SUMMARY OF CROWN LAND FOR DISPOSITION 
~ARCEL NO. 1; LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Block G, District Lot 4780, 
Range 5, Coast District; AREA: 3.22 ha 
PARCEL NO. 2; LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Block H of District Lot 4780 
and District Lot 7919, Range 5, Coast District; AREA: 5.37 ha 
PARCEL NO. 3; LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Block J, District Lot 4780, 
Range 5, Coast District; AREA: 4.26 ha 
The properties are offered for sale "as Is". 
The Offer Opening is scheduled to be held on: DATE: October 12th, 
1989; TIME: 2:00 p.m.; LOCATION: Ministry of Crown Lands, Skeena 
Regional Office, 3726Alfred Avenue, Smithers, B.C. 
Those wishing to submit an offer are required to obtain a copy of the 
Mlnistry's information package. All offers must be submitted on the 
Offer to Purchase forms provided by the Ministry of Crown Lands. 
All offers including Development Plans must be complete and sealed 
in the attached envelope marked "Offer to Purchase-- Chimdemash 
Loop --  Do not Open". 
NOTE: Offer to Pure base must be delivered before the closing date of 
12:00 NOON, October 12th, 1989 to: J.R. ¥ardley, Regional Director, 
Ministry of Crown Lands, Skeena Region, 3726 Alfred Avenue, Bag 
5000, Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0. Phone: 847 7334. 
All offers must be accompanied by a certified cheque or bankdr~lft 
for $1,000.00. 
Late offers or cash deposits will not be accepted. 
! Inf0rmatl0n packages containing the Offer to Purchase forms may 
be obtained from the Smithers Crown Lands Office at the address 
• noted above~ i! 10140 
. ~]14p ~ ~p~ Ministry ofCrown Lands 
. / , .=E~,~. ,•Honourab leHoward  Dirksi Minister 
the meeting, however, and it was 
adjourned due to lack of a 
quorum. The by-election date 
was later ratified by district 
secretary-treasurer; • who polled 
the board by telephone. 
Ludwig cited her work load 
and obligations to the communi- 
been set at 12 p.m. Oct. 10, 
• An advance p011 will be held 
Oct. 20 at the New Hazelton fire 
hall. Eligible voters are residents . . . . .  
of Kispiox, Hazelton, New 
Hazelton, South Hazelton, TWO 
Mile, Moricetown and Glen 
Vowell. 
1989 TAX SALE 
Pursuant to Section 457 of the Municipal Act, on the 2nd day of October 
1989, in the Council Chambers of, the City of Terrace, at the hour of ten 
o'clock in the ,forenoon, there shall be offered for sale by public auction 
each and every parcell of the real property including improvements, upon 
which any of the taxes are delinquent. 
The:following properties have delinquent axes as of September 14th, 
1989. 
Folio # Address: Upset Price: 
000169.000 2708 Kalum Street $2,043.79 
000424.000 4504 Graham Avenue $4,298.24 
000464.000 4607 Keith Avenue $13,566.60 
001133.000 4711 Lazelle Avenue 
$20,516.97 



















4451 Greig Avenue 






















Lot 13 D.L. 360 PL 3626 
Lot 8 D.L. 360 PL 7626 
Lots A&B D.L. 360 PL 9655 
Lot B BIk 12 D.L. 361 
PL 3127 
Lot 2 BIk 9&10 D.L. 361 
PL 3374 
Lot 21 BIk 4 D.L. 361 PL 3674 
Lot 6 BIk 1 D.L. 361 PL 4876 
Lot C D.L. 362 PL 1919 
Lot 2 D.L. 362 PL 3125 
Lot5 D.L. 362 PL 4249 
BIk 11 D.L. 364 PL 1066 • 
Lot 4 BIk 1 D.L. 368 PL 3349 
Lot 19 BIk 4 D.L. 369 PL 972 
Lot 5 BIk 10 D.L. 369 PL 972 
Lots 14&15 BIk 1-1 D.L. 369 
PL 972 
Lot 9 BIk 5 D.L. 611 PL 3080 
Lot 21 BIk 6 D.L. 611 PL 3080 
Lot 11 BIk 2 D.L. 611 
Lot A NV= 4 D.L. 611 PL 3627 
Lot 2 D.L. 611 PL 8224 
Lot C D.L. 611 PL 11620 
LotD, D.L. 611 PL 11620 
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long history, going back over 
I00 years, of theNisga'a efforts. 
to establish, their jurisdiction 
over the lands •which, as Robin- 
son puts it, they have occupied 
"since time immemorial".  
Although the magnitude of their 
claim was reported in the Van- 
couver Sun.to be2.4 million hec- 
tares, Robinson says the amount 
of land involved and dollar 
figures, for compensation will be 
determined during the 
negotiating process. 
Some of the outstanding 
issues covered by the framework 
agreement are: 
• Protection of interests: no 
new development will be allowed 
in the Nass Valley until negotia- 
tions are concluded. 
• Protection of third parties: 
Robinson points, out that third 
party protection isentrenched in
the federal policy manual for 
claims negotiation. The Nisga'a 
are not seeking.jurisdiction ver 
privately owned lands; "Weare  
mindful of it (third party in- 
terests) and are protecting that 
in the negotiations,"' he said. 
• Fisheries: "There are a whole 
host of items involving 
fisheries," Robinson said, in- 
cluding among them the 
sustenance• fishery Nass Valley 
residents conduct each year and 
a concern about offshore rights. 
Interception of salmon bound 
for the Nass River by Alaskan 
fishermen is a major item, and 
the Nisga 'a  are seeking 
establishment of new interna- 
tional marine boundaries that 
would go from "headland to 
headland" to. better reflect the 
migration routes of returning 
fish. 
• Non-renewable r sources: the 
Nisga'a re currently assembl!ng 
a team that will compile an in- 
ventory of mineral deposits in 
the claim area. : 
• Forestry:although forests are 
under provincial jurisdiction, 
Robinson indicates that the 
federal government is involved 
to the extent hat they provide a 
part of the Forest Resource 
Development Agreement. fund- 
ing. He said the Nisga'a hired 
consultants to study areas-that 
lave been cut in the Nass Valley, 
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areas -he •describes as 
"devastated',, and they deter- 
mined that about $40 million 
worth of reforestation is needed 
to restore • the area. Much of the 
forested land in.the Nass Valley 
is ti l l  up in the long-term tenure 
held• undei Tree Farm License 
#1, and earlier in this decade the 
Nisga'a began talks with Westar 
Timber, the. tenure-holder at. 
that time, with .the Objective of 
taking control of forest manage- 
ment in their claims area •. 
Although the Nisga'a. would 
have guaranteed fiber supply to 
the •Prince Rupert pulp mill and 
• . , . .  
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Terrace sawinill, ithe .talks went 
nowhere,: Robinson said. The 
tenure was later taken o~'er by  
Repap Enterprises,: and he said 
discussions withthat comp~y- 
"have not been successful". 
.The agreement .states explicit- 
ly that there will be only three 
parties involved, in the com= 
prehensive, clalra, negotiations, 
and the missing element is ob- 
viously ' the . government o f  
British .Columbia. Whenasked 
.ifhehas been:encouraged by re- 
cent moves. on the part of the 
-pr0v.incia ! .government, Robin- 
L - ' !  . 
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~sitive. "Before 
~e weren't even 
talking. We were badmouthing 
each other at a distance, through 
• 'the. media." He sees Vander 
Zalm's formation of anadvisory 
council on native affairs and 
their recent visit to the Nass 
Valley as "steps in the right 
.direction". 
Meetings and workshops be- 
:tween the Nisga'a nd the coun- 
cil and other government 
repre, sentatives could, help 
. develop understanding, he said. 
"It's not a matter of winners or 
losers, it's a matter of sharing." 
The framework agreement 
states that if the B.C. govern- 
• y "> • 
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Driving's more enjoyable when you know your vehicle will start and run smoothly, 
whatever the weather. So get in tune for the season now. Our Ignition Tune-up 
includes 21 services to ensure that you have a great season on the road. And if we 
spot any troubles in your ignition system, we'll call you before making any repairs. 
.Stop in soon. Our tune-up Special ends October 31,1989. 
21 SERVICE CHECKS 
fluid level*s 
• Check PCVvalve 
• Inspect all air and gas 
filters 
• Check hoat-dservalve 
• Check EGR valve 
• Inspect choke 
• Check timing & adjust 
• Check starter 
• Check voltage regulator 
and alternator 
• Inspect all belts and hoses 
• Check vacuum aclveno¢ 
• Check operation of block 
• Ignition system pre- 
analysis 
e-Test battery and clean 
> connections 
0 Inspect spark plugs 
• Test electronic ylinder 
power balance 
?:'i": ~'~')i ~I.'~:.: ...... , • Test spark plug cables 
• Pressure-test the cooling 
system 
Inspect rotor and • Test the radiator antifreeze heater 
dlstdbutor cap • Check all under-the-hood • Road-test vehicle 
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,:, 4711 Lakelse Avenue, 
ment hasn't entered the talks 
within three years, ". ,themat~- ........ 
ter will he referred back to the 
federal cabinet and the Nis~a'~ 
Nation to consider possi~i~ I  • 
actlon--,::, • ' • .:,. , a l te rnat ive  courses  o f  " " "  " 
When asked what those alter-. " 
natives might be, Robinson said, .. 
"We ' re  just beginning/i._to 
develop the a.lternatives, but we  . 
hope we won't have to use.• 
them.., negotiation is better 
than litigation, or confronta- 
tion.'" 
To Robinson, one element of 
that understanding should be 
clear to everyone -- "We're not 
about to move." 
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There  were  no  medals for Terrace at this year's B.C .  
Seniors' Games, but everyone came back feeling like a 
winner anyway. The competition was strong and just be- 
ing there was reward enough. Bob Goodvin explains that 
Girl injured in fall 
through glass door 
Eleven-year-old Jackie Pen- were available on her-current 
,ner o f  Terrace was-seriously condition. 
injured last Saturday night when 
she ran •into a glass door at 
Tillicum Twin Theatre. Accord- 
ing to an RCMP report, the 
• glass broke on impact causing 
serious cuts to her right knee 
and abdomen. 
Penner was transported by 
ambulance to Mills Memorial 
Hospital and later transferred to
Vancouver for treatment. At 
press time yesterday no reports 
Tillicum manager AdrianEn.-: 
rightsays he Was called to the: 
theater when the accident oc- 
curred and was told bywitnesses 
that Penner had been playing 
with an 18-year-old friend out- 
side the theater prior to the 
accident. While playing, Penner 
apparently ran away and struck 
the 1/4-inch plate glass with her 
right knee, causing it to shatter.. 
Hank the Kermode bear 
starts feeling..rejected " 
with Hank, who acquired a 
rather yellowed and moth-eaten 
appearance over the years. 
Chamber secretary-manager 
Bobble Phillips said the Info- 
The Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce has de- 
dined an offer from the City of 
Terrace to relocate Hank, the 
stuffed Kermode bear that occu- 
pied council chambers for many Centre is currently overcrowded 
. " , -•  
~i~- .  - t 
it;s not all about keeping in shape - -  it's being involved .... 
that counts. "That's what keeps us going," he says, and 
invites more local seniors to get Involved. 
mnformatlon : 
'on body • 
• ' . ' - '  
• Prince Rupert RCMP~'e 
still. .waiting: for their,. VanL: 
: couver forensic labOratoryto 
"i~lentify.the body of .a female. 
.adult foutid~near Tyee~iS0tur4 ' 
day. 
•. Sgt. Armstrong o f  the 
Rupert detachment said the 
body was found "of f  the 
roadway;' of Highway i6buV 
declined to supply further 
details of the discovery. He 
said the bod~, was sent to 
Vancouver for identification 
and investigation by RCMP 
forensic pathologists. Results 
are expected in about two 
days. 
Armstrong confirmed that 
the detachment has on file a 
report of a missing person 
from the Prince Rupert area 
that fits general descrip- the 
tion of the body. 
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years, into the chamber's Tour- 
ist InfoCentre. 
Hank was displaced by a more 
recently mounted Kermode, as 
yet unnamed, that was illegally 
shot earlier this year, donated to 
the city by the Terrace conserva- 
tion office, and taxidermized by 
local resident Roger Britton. 
City council members • are some- 
what uncertain about what to do 
with literature and other dis- 
plays, leaving little room for a ~ 6 .9% In teres t  o r ]  
stuffed bear. 1 
Hank has hovered in the ~ Tempo, Topaz or 
'background of hundreds of  ' S750 Rebate 
'municipal council meetings, I ' 
both public and behind closed I 
doors. I f  the bear could talk, 
this newspaper would offer him I a new home without hesitation. 
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'Bill and Norma Bennett ~ -~1 
w~sh to THANK their many 
friends for the beautiful floral 
gifts and other tributes that 
helped make their 
G olden An?iversary 
r '~~~ celebration such a 
I~~T~ marked success, 
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